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af-

6.

Whether the Appellant, VERNON S. CHEEVER, may

act in two separate capacities; one as President of Utah
County Packing at one time and as a separate individual
at another time.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

BRIEFLY THE NATURE OF THE CASE, involves the sale
of a meat packing plant by the Respondents, JOSEPH
A. SEETHALER and MYRA K. SEETHALER, to UTAH COUNTY
PACKING COMPANY INC., and the fraud that was committed
in the closing of the transaction on June 10, 1981
wherein the Appellants, VERNON S. CHEEVER and MARTHA
T. CHEEVER, without reading the document, TRUST DEED
NOTE, EXHIBIT 1 herein, and the DEED OF TRUST with
assignment of Rents, EXHIBIT 2 herein. Appellant Martha
T. Cheever did not sign the note, Exhibit 1, but did
sign the DEED OF TRUST, Exhibit 2.

They had both

thought that they were limited in their obligation to
$25,000.00 as "guarantors". Of greater importance is the
FRAUD committed by the Appellant, JOSEPH A. SEETHALER,
in his representations of the nature of the equipment as
he showed the Meat Packing Plant to the Appellants. If
the Appellants would have known the true facts of the
condition of the equipment, and the fraudulent representations of the Respondent, they never

would have

consented to be "guarantors" on Exhibit 1 and never
would have pledged their home as security for their
performance on Exhibit 2.
THE COURSE OF THE PROCEEDINGS was initiated by the
Plaintiffs/Appellants, by filing a complaint which,
3

amongst other things, seeks relief from their responsibilities under Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2. The THIRD
AMENDED COMPLAINT, Second Cause of Action, requests an
Order releasing Plaintiffs from their collateral
described on Exhibit B and decree that Exhibit A and B
are void and of no effect because of the conduct of the
Appellant, JOSEPH A. SEETHALER by reason of his fraudulent misrepresentation of the equipment during the
sale.

The case is the most protracted and ludicrous law

suit in which there have been at least three trial
settings and the filing of 825 paginatted pages which
resulted in a Summary Judgment against the Appellants.
THE DISPOSITION IN THE COURT B,EL0W resulted in the
Court entering Summary Judgment against Appellants, a
copy of which is attached hereto as EXHIBIT 3.
THE FACTS RELEVANT TO THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR
REVIEW are as follows:
(all references to the paginatted Record will be
referred to as PR.)
1.

Exhibit 1, was only signed by one of the

Plaintiffs, Vernon S. Cheever; it was not signed by the
Appellant, Martha T. Cheever.
2.

Exhibit 2, was signed by both of the Appel-

lants pledging their residence as security for the debt
of UTAH COUNTY PACKING INC.

4

3.

The Appellants alleged that they were tricked

into signing Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2 in the amount of
$371,000.00 instead of $25,000.00. (See Exhibits 18, 19,
and Exhibit 16.
4.

UTAH COUNTY PACKING INC., a Utah Corpora-

tion, has been adjudicated in Bankruptcy. (PR 638, 618)
5.

Vernon S. Cheever, in executing Exhibit 1

executed the document in two separate capacities; one
as President of Utah County Packing Inc. and also in his
seperate capacity as an individual.
6.

EXHIBIT 4, PR 580-581, is the MOTION FOR

SUMMARY JUDGMENT upon which Defendants have based their
dismissal. The MOTION lists

four seperate grounds for

dismissal of the Complaint; they are as follows:
1.

The Actions by the Corporate Plaintiffs

are barred by the applicable statute of limitation.
2.

The Plaintiffs have failed to make an

effective joinder of necessary and indispensable
parties.
3.

The Complaint fails to state a cause of

action for fraud.
4.

The Complaint fails to state any cause of

action on which relief can be granted.
7.

Appellants concede item no. 1 above. Neither

have the Corporate Plaintiffs filed an appeal.

5

8.

Hereafter are VERBATIM REFERENCES in the

Second Cause of Action of the THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT,
See Exhibit 17; in brackets are the allegations of
VERNON S. CHEEVER, by Affidavit which supports the
allegations in the Third Amended Complaint. (See Exhibit
16 and Exhibit D attached thereto),
9.

Attached hereto,- as Exhibit 20, is another

Affidavit of Vernon S. Cheever, dated the 28th day of
December, 1983; pages 3, 4, and 5 give a general
picture of some of the more definite allegations of
fraud in a narrative form as he tracks the deposition of
Joseph A. Seethaler filed in the cause.
11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 21 is the Affidavit

of Arlin Davis, dated the 25th day of January, 1984.
This affidavit tracks the deposition of Joseph A.
Seethaler, filed in the cause, and contradicts and
declares false the testimony of Respondent, Joseph
A. Seethaler.

This affidavit supports Appellants

Second Cause of Action.

(See Exhibit 17, PR 520.)
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS

1.

There never was any necessity of a joinder of

"necessary and indispensable parties11; it was only a
ploy of the Respondents to cloud the issues of Fraud.

2.

Exhibit 16 and 17 present an abundance of factual

situations upon which credible allegations of FRAUD
exist preventing entry of SUMMARY JUDGMENT.

3.

The Appellants have sufficiently plead and provided

supportive evidence sufficient to sustain the elements
of fraud as set forth in DUGAN vs. JONES, 625 P2d 1239,
Utah 1980). The ETTLINGER case, is not appplicable in
this cause for the reason in ETTINGER, the "guarantor",
did not have a separate and independent cause of action
of his own as is the case herein.

4.

Where a number of entities have been induced

by fraudulent representations, each one has his own
choice of remedy and the cause of actions are separate
and individual.

5.

There never

was any "compromise" or "waiver" of

any claim belonging to UTAH COUNTY PACKING INC.

7

6.

Even if there was a "waiver" or "compromise"

it did not involve Appellants; VERNON S. CHEEVER,
in his negotiations never acted in his individual
capacity that would affect his cause of action herein.

7.

Appellant, MARTHA T. CHEEVER never was

involved in any negotiation to "compromise" or "waive"
her claim.

8

ARGUMENT

Attached hereto as Exhibit 3, is the SUMMARY
JUDGMENT entered by the Court on the 30th day of
November, 1984.
Attached hereto as Exhibit 4, is the MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, dated the 26th day of July, 1984 which
is the underlying document upon which the SUMMARY
JUDGMENT was entered.
Attached hereto as Exhibit 5, is the RULING (PR
746-747) of the Court that is the basis of the SUMMARY
JUDGMENT.
The SUMMARY JUDGMENT does not specify the basis for
entry of the SUMMARY JUDGMENT.

Therefore, Appellant

will discuss the five issues stated in its STATEMENT OF
THE ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW, Page 1 herein.
1.

WHETHER APPELLANTS MADE AN EFFECTIVE JOINDER

OF NECESSARY AND INDISPENSABLE PARTIES.
A brief statement as to the nature of
"indispensable parties" may be of some value in this
argument.
...Thus, an "indispensable party" is merely a
person without whom the Court will not or
cannot proceed. An indispensable party is one
without whom the Court will not proceed to any
decree even as to the parties before it, or
one who, if he is absent from the particular
law suit, necessitate dismissal of the suit by
the Court if he cannot be joined.
9

However, indispensable parties may be defined
as those persons whose interests in the
subject matter of the suit and the relief are
so bound up with those of the parties that
their legal presence as parties to the
proceeding is an absolute necessity. Thus, it
is declared as a general rule that an indispensable party is one whose interest in the
subject matter is such that if he is not
joined a complete and efficient determination
of the equities and rights between the other
parties is not possible; or that an indispensable party is one having an interest in the
controversy of such a nature that a final
decree cannot be made without effecting that
interest. (59 Am Jur 2d 359)
The main thrust, for having "indispensable
parties", is to assure that the liabilities and equities
of all of the parties are satisfied in one law suit. In
this instance, it would be to guarantee to the
Respondents that no liability would reach to them by
reason of non joinder or by reason of some latter
liability that was to come up between the Corporate
entities and the Respondents. It is conceivable that the
Corporate Entities might have been joined for the reason
that the Corporate Entities might be liable to the
Respondents if it is determined that the Respondents are
eventually found liable to the Appellants.
How can the Respondents complain. They are the ones
that asked to have UTAH COUNTY PACKING Joined.
Exhibit 6, bottom paragraph of 514.

They are also the

ones that asked to have UTAH COUNTY PACKING
dismissed. See Exhibit 4, Paragraph 1, PR 580.
10

See

Respondents cannot complain that one who seeks to
sue them is no longer a party when the record shows no
Counterclaim or Crossclaim by the Respondents against
the "Corporate Plaintiff" who were forced to join as
"Necessary and Indispensable Parties" by Respondents,
and then forced out by them.

See Exhibit 4.

Respondents never have filed any Counterclaim or
Crossclaim against the "Corporate Plaintiffs" and
therefore cannot be heard to claim a "defective
joinder".

Nowhere in this file is there any allegation

by the Respondents that they have a Counterclaim or
Crossclaim against any other party or that any other
party may be liable to the Respondents if the Appellants
were to succeed against Respondents herein.
As additional evidence of the "effective joinder"
of UTAH COUNTY PACKING, see Exhibit 13 14, and 15.
The conduct of the Respondents, has only clouded
the issue of FRAUD that is the paramount basis of
the THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT. See Exhibit 7, First and
Second Causes of Action, PR 516 and 520.
2.

WHETHER THE THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT STATED A

CAUSE OF ACTION FOR FRAUD AND WHETHER OR NOT SUCH
DISPUTED ISSUES WERE BEFORE THE DISTRICT COURT TO
PREVENT SUMMARY JUDGMENT IN FAVOR RESPONDENTS AND

AGAINST APPELLANTS.
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In DUGAN vs. JONES, 615 P2d 1239, (Utah 1980) the
Supreme Court of the State of Utah, stated very
specifically the required elements necessary in order to
establish an action based upon fraudulent
misrepresentation.

In dealing with the question of

whether a misrepresentation had been related by a real
estate salesman, the Court noted that:
That elements of an action in deceit based on
fraudulent misrepresentation are: (1) a
misrepresentation; (2) concerning a present
existing material fact; (3) which was false;
or (b) made recklessly, knowing that he had
insufficient knowledge upon which to base such
representation; (5) for the purpose of
inducing the other party to act upon it; (6)
that the other party, acted reasonably and in
ignorance of its falsity; (7) did in fact
rely upon it; (8) and was thereby induced at;
(9) to his injury and damage. (p. 1246)
For argument purposes, the Appellant will follow
the nine elements in the order in which they are
presented in DUGAN vs. JONES.

(1) A MISREPRESENTATION

Plaintiff in its THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT, Exhibit
7, have set forth in its Second Cause Action, (PR 520)
numerous MISREPRESENTATIONS, beginning at PR 521-524.
Those paragraphs are set forth verbatim in Exhibit 17.
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(?)

CONCERNING A PRESENT EXISTING MATERIAL FACT

In Item 1. above there are many material facts
which exist in the allegations made by CHEEVER in his
affidavit filed herein.

The disposition of JOSEPH

A. SEETHALER, filed herein is a continuous dialogue of
his denials of the claims of CHEEVER.

(3) WHICH WAS FALSE

Appellant evidence for this item, is found in
Exhibit 17, and the comparisons that are made therein
to the Affidavit of VERNON CHEEVER, Exhibit D of Exhibit
16.

Of particular independent significance is the

Affidavit of ARLIN DAVIS, Exhibit 21, which "tracks" the
testimony of JOSEPH A. SEETHALER in his disposition.

(4) WHICH THE REPRESENTOR EITHER (a) KNEW TO BE
FALSE OR (b) MADE RECKLESSLY KNOWING HE HAD SUFFICIENT
KNOWLEDGE UPON WHICH TO BASE SUCH REPRESENTATIONS.

See 3 above.

These are also questions of fact to

be determined at the time of trial for the trier of the
facts; not for SUMMARY JUDGMENT.
13

Cn THAT THE PARTY ACTED REASONABLY AND IN
IGNORANCE OF ITS FALSITY.

See 3 above.

These are questions of fact to be

determined at the time of trial for the trier of the
facts:

not for SUMMARY JUDGMENT.

(6) DID IN FACT RELY UPON IT

See 3 above. These are questions of fact to be
determined at the time of trial. For the trier of the
facts;

not for SUMMARY JUDGMENT.

(8) AND THEREBY WAS INDUCED TO ACT

See 3 above.

These are questions of fact to be

determined at the time of trial, for the trier of the
facts;

not for SUMMARY JUDGMENT.

(8) TO HIS INJURY AND DAMAGE

14

Plaintiffs are loosing their house;

they have

stated they would not have entered into the loan "but
for" the fraud of defendents. (Affidavit of VERNON
CHEEVER, Exhibit 16, thereto PR 82 last paragraph and
page 83).
For the purpose of having stated a cause of action

of fraud the necessary allegatiQn is fovnd in paragraph
n , PR 521, of the THIRD AMENPEP CQMPLAINT, Exhibit 7,
which is duplicated hereafter verbatim as follows:
13. That in the course of the negotiations,
the Defendant, JOSEPH A. SEETHALER, made
representations; concerning presently existing
material facts; which were false; which he
either knew to be false, or made recklessly,
knowing that he had insufficient knowledge
upon which to base such representations; for
the purpose of inducing the CHEEVERS to act
upon his representations; that the CHEEVERS,
acted reasonably and in ignorance of the
falsity of the said representations; that the
CHEEVERS did in fact rely upon said false
representations; that by reason, thereby,
they were induced to be personally liable on
the sale; that by reason of agreeing to be
personally liable on the sale they have been
greatly injured and damaged.
3. WHETHER OR NOT APPELLANT MAY MAINTAIN AN
INDEPENDENT CAUSE OF ACTION AS SURETY.
The Courts RULING, Exhibit 5, (PR 746) states in
part as follows:
The Court finds under these facts of
circumstances that the reasoning of the
ETTLINGER case cited in defendents brief is
applicable to the case at hand

15

The Court in its RULING, Exhibit 5, refers to the
"reasoning of the ETTLINGER case cited in the defendents
brief is applicable". This is where the Court is
absolutely wrong.
What the Defendant/Respondents say is the
"reasoning" of the case, and what the Court says is the
"law", is that Appellants herein cannot raise the issue
of fraud. It is guessing that they state that with the
citation found in the ETTLINGER case as follows:
What shall be done with the contract induced
bv fraud is purely a question for the
determination of the party on whom the fraud
is committed. He mav reoutiate it. and if he

does so the surety may avail himself of the
reputiation
He may affirm it, in which
case the surety cannot be heard to raise the
question. He may suspend his action at
least for a time, and the surety mav not
compel him to elect» (Emphasis added.)
ETTLINGER VS. NATIONAL SURETY CO., 221 NY 467,
117 NE 945- (New York, 1917)
The question in that case had to do with whether or
not the defense of fraud was available to the surety.
On page 946, the Court said, "This cause of action
belongs to him, not to the surety. The latter is not
defrauded and cannot maintain an action for damages
occasioned by fraud." (emphasis added).

Later on in the

same paragraph the Court stated "in other words, what
shall be done with the contract induced by fraud is
purely a question for the determination of the oartv in
whom the fraud is committed."

16

(emphasis added).

In the case before the above entitled Court, THAT
IS EXACTLY THE QUESTION.

In ETTLINGER, the question

involved the matter as to whether or not the surety
could claim the control of the case when the fraud was
committed upon the principal only (emphasis added) and
not on the surety.

That is not the case here.

Here,

the fraud has been committed upon the principal and the
surety. The surety in this cause of action has his own
independent CAUSE OF ACTION.
frauded.

That is, CHEEVER, was de-

UTAH COUNTY PACKING was defrauded too; it can

do what it wants.

In this case, UTAH COUNTY PACKING,

has chosen to ALLOW the plaintiff, CHEEVER, to maintain
its own independent cause of action against the
defendants.

(See CONSENT OF UTAH COUNTY PACKING, filed

herein, Exhibit 8, PR 740.)
ETTLINGER doesn't say that a surety cannot maintain
its own cause of action if it has its own cause of
action in its own right.

In the case before this Court,

CHEEVERS, have their own cause of action in their own
right.

Appellants were not hindering UTAH COUNTY

PACKING, from doing what it wanted to do.

UTAH COUNTY

PACKING even consented that the SURETY, the plaintiff,
CHEEVER, can go ahead as they desire.

See Exhibit 8.

Not withstanding the consent that's filed herein,
ETTLINGER would not preclude CHEEVER from going forth as
it desired.

The ETTLINGER decision does not preclude
17

such conduct as stated herein.

It only says that the

principal cannot be "forced" to raise a defense which
the surety seeks to raise in litigation to void its
obligation which belongs singularly to the "principal"
which is not shared by the "surety".
case here.

That is not the

This case involves an "independent" cause of

action by CHEEVER, for the fraud committed upon them as
it relates to their own "independant" recession of their
TRUST DEED.

UTAH COUNTY PACKING has nothing to do with

the TRUST DEED executed by the CHEEVERS.

That is what

the CHEEVERS are trying to do; that is, have their TRUST
DEED invalidated.
The Court1s RULING, Exhibit 5, PR 746-747 in the
first paragraph focuses upon the ETTLINGER case and how
it relates to at least two other subissues which will be
discussed at this time.
The FIRST OF THESE SUBISSUES, is the issue of
WHETHER OR NOT THE APPELLANTS COMPROMISED THEIR CLAIM
WITH RESPONDENTS prior to the filing of the complaint
herein.
The basis for RESPONDENTS argument is the AFFIDAVIT
of JOSEPH A. SEETHALER, (Exhibit 15 herein, PR 582583.)

It should be noted that the file does not

contain any record of the letter of June 18, 1981. For
that reason, there is no affidavit in evidence to
support the claim of Mr. Seethaler for his alleged
18

compromise.

Nevertheless, the Appellant, without

waiving the grounds for that defect, will continue to
argue the matter.
First, the discussion shall only relate to whether
or not there was a "ratification" by VERNON CHEEVER in
his "capacity11 as President of UTAH COUNTY PACKING INC.;
the issue of "compromise" will then be discussed.
The Affidavits of VERNON CHEEVER, Exhibit 9, and
BRUCE COLES, Exhibit 11, PR 755-756, show that UTAH
COUNTY PACKING INC. never did "ratify" the contract, nor
did UTAH COUNTY PACKING INC. ever "waive" any defense or
claim of FRAUD.

The negotiations were always ongoing

trying to settle with MR. SEETHALER so that he would pay
them the $100,000.00 or so as a credit towards the
approximately $371,000.00 owing.

Both the Affidavits of

CHEEVER and COLES show that the discussions were ranging
around a settlement of $200,000.00 to $250,000.00 which
would be an approximate $100,000.00 reduction on the
$371,000.00 owing.

Since the claim never was settled,

all the defrauded parties were free to file a suit
because they were unable to reach a settlement. The fact
that negotiations were going on is clear proof that
there had been no "waiver" of any defense or any
"ratification" of any contract.
The question of whether or not there was a "ratification" or a "waiver" under this set of facts is
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a fact question and one for the trier of the fact, and
not for Summary Judgment or any other type of Summary
Disposition.
Neither was there a "compromise11 of any claim. See
Exhibit 9, Paragraph 3 therein. Such a fact question is
for the trier of the facts, not for Summary Judgment.

$• Whether the Appellant, Vernon sy Cheever, may
act in two separate capacities; one as President of Utah
County Packing and at ether times as a separate
individual*

The second subissue

has to do with the "separate

entity" capacity of VERNON S. CHEEVER when he acted as
President of UTAH COUNTY PACKING, INC. and alsa
separately as an individual. Respondents would have us
believe that he could not wear two separate hats at
different times. If that were true then the personal
guarantee on Exhibit 1 is void for the reason he cannot
act as two separate entities.
It is clear that the determination of
"ratification" of the contract or a "waiver" of the
defense of FRAUD, by UTAH COUNTY PACKING INC., presents
a factual question for the trier of fact to determine;
there must be a trial before the Court or the Jury can
determine that factual question.
20

Nevertheless, even if there was such a finding of
"ratification" or "waiver" on the part of UTAH COUNTY
PACKING, INC., the Appellants again assert that the law
suit is not concerned about the contract between
SEETHALER and UTAH COUNTY PACKING INC.; we are only
talking about the DEED OF TRUST CHEEVERS executed that
is attempted to be foreclosed.

This DEED OF TRUST has

nothing to do with anyone else except the individual
parties, VERNON S. CHEEVER and MARTHA T. CHEEVER.

They

are separate entities and they have separate rights that
are separate and distinct from any other issue or
contract or negotiations, etc.
They have their own INDIVIDUAL REMEDY.
The law offers a choice of remedies to a
person who has been induced to act in reliance
upon false representations. Each buyer of a
certificate of an undivided share in a
mortgage acquires by his purchase an
individual right; and where such purchase is
induced by fraud, the wrong done is a wrong to
the buyer individually; the choice of remedy
for such wrong rests with each buyer, and
the cause of action is separate and
individual. No buyer has an interest in the
cause of action of another buyer, and,
therefore, no buyer is a necessary or, indeed,
even a proper party to an action at law
brought by another buyer to recover the
damages which he has suffered or the
consideration he was induced by fraudulent
misrepresentations to pay. Brenner V. Title
Guarantee and Trust Co., 11 N.E. 2d, 890, 891
(New York, 1937)
VERNON CHEEVER'S affidavit, Exhibit 9, PR 761,
Paragraph 6 states he was acting in his capacity as
President of UTAH COUNTY PACKING INC. and not as in his
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individual capacity.

That presents a question of fact

for the trier of the fact, not for Summary Judgment.
Separate entities are always recognized.
Any discussion of liability for corporate
debts starts with the basic premise that a
corporation and its stockholders are presumed
separate and distinct. Debts of a corporation
are not the individual indebtedness of
its stockholders, directors, or officers....
However, a corporate officer or director
acting on behalf of a corporation is personally liable for damages for what is
willful participation in acts of fraud or
deceit to one directly issue.... As previously pointed out, an officer of a corporation is
not personally liable for conversion committed
by the corporation or one of its offices
merely by virtue of the office he holds; he
must participate or have knowledge amounting
to acquiescence or commit a breach of duty he
owes to the owner of the property before he
will be held liable. (SPEER v. DIGHTON GRAIN
INC., 624 P2d 952, 958-959 Kansas, 1981)
See also, FERRARELL v. ROBINSON, 465 P2d 610, 612
Arizona, 1970, wherein the Court stated:
Plaintiffs, in attempting to hold defendant
Kramer personally liable, again seek to impose
responsibility upon an individual for an
alleged corporate wrong. It is clear, however,
that defendant Kramer, either as an officer or
director cannot be held liable on the
contracts of R.I.C., Inc., where, as here,
there is no evidence that he undertook to
bind himself individually on those contract.
These cases show that the acts of an individual
acting as an officer of a Corporation, do not make that
person individually liable UNLESS he takes off his hat
that he is wearing as an officer of that corporation.
If he then puts on another hat, and acts as an
individual, he does something that can be charged to him
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individually; then he is acting as an individual.

That

same doctrine and rule of law is the fact of this case.
The Defendents must show by a preponderance of the
evidence that VERNON CHEEVER as an Individual, waived
his individual rights under the DEED OF TRUST.

That

cannot be shown; if it could be shown, it would be a
question of fact that must be decided by a jury or the
Court in a trial.
Finally, MARTHA T. CHEEVER.

It is clear that she

has her own individual right.
Where a number of persons have been induced by
fraudulent representations to purchase
property, the wrong done is to each
individual, each has his choice of remedy, and
the cause of action are separate and
individual. (37 Am Jur 2d, 434, citing
BRENNER v. TITLE GUARANTEE and TRUST CO., 11
NE 2d 890)

The law authors a choice of remedies to a
person who has been induced to act upon
reliance of false representations. Each buyer
of a certificate of an undivided share in a
mortgage acquires by his purchase an
individual right; and where such purchases
induced by fraud, the wrong done is wrong to
the buyer individually; the choice of remedy
for such wrong rests with each buyer, and the
cause of action is separate and individual.
No buyer has an interest in the cause of
action of another buyer, and, therefore, no
buyer is necessary indeed, even a proper
party to an action at law brought by another
buyer to determine the damages which he has
suffered or the consideration that he was
induced by fraudulent misrepresentations to
pay. (BRENNER v. TITLE GUARANTEE AND TRUST
CO., 11 NE 2d 890, 891 (New York, 1937)
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MARTHA T. CHEEVER, has an u n d i v i d e d

one-half

i n t e r e s t in t h e p r o p e r t y t h a t i s sought t o be
foreclosed.

There i s no t e s t i m o n y , no showing, or any

e v i d e n c e , t o show t h a t she " r a t i f i e d " any c o n t r a c t
"waived" any d e f e n s e s .

See A f f i d a v i t

or

of MARTHA

T. CHEEVER, E x h i b i t 12, PR 757-758 and t h e WARRANTY DEED
E x h i b i t 12, PR 759 showing she has a o n e - h a l f

interest

i n t h e P r o p e r t y t h a t i s sought t o be f o r e c l o s e d .
WHETHER OR NOT THE PLEADINGS, DISPOSITIONS,
AFFIDAVITS, AND ADMISSIONS SHOW THAT THERE IS NO GENUINE
ISSUE OF MATERIAL FACT AND THAT THE RESPONDENTS WERE
ENTITLED TO A JUDGMENT AS A MATTER OF LAW.
It is Hornbook Law, that in matters of Summary
Judgment, all affidavits of the non-moving party will be
attributed as true.

In YOUNG v. FELORNIA 244 P2d 862,

863, (UTAH, 1952), this court stated as follows:
In respect to a summary judgment Rule 56 (c),
U. R. C. P. provides:
"The judgment sought shall be rendered
forthwith if the pleadings, dispositions,
and admissions on file, together with the
affidavits, if any, show that there is
no genuine issue as to any material fact
and that the moving party is entitled to
a judgment as a matter of law."
Under this rule, it is clear that if there is
any genuine issue as to any material fact, the
motion should be denied.
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Later, this Court, further elaborated on the rule
and IN RE WILLIAMS' ESTATES, 348 P2d 683, 685, stated as
follows:
A summary judgment is proper only if the
pleadings, dispositions, affidavits, and
admissions show that there is no genuine issue
of material fact and that the moving party is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. If
the proof which plaintiff claims she can
produce when consider in the light most
favorable to her would reasonably justify a
finding by clear and convincing evidence that
there was an agreement to adopt, then there is
a genuine issue of material fact and the case
must be reversed. We conclude that without
giving plaintiff the opportunity to present
her evidence in a trial we cannot hold as a
matter of law the plaintiff is not entitled to
recovery.
This clearly is the case here. The allegations are
numerous in the THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT, Exhibit 7,
First and Second Cause of Actions.

See particularly

the allegations in Exhibit 17 and the denials made by
Mr. Cheever in Exhibit D of his Exhibit 16 filed
herein.

See also the affidavit of Arlin Davis,

Exhibit 21 which tracks the depositions of JOSEPH
A. SEETHALER and reputiates the testimony of JOSEPH
A. SEETHALER. These provide all the basis needed under
the doctrines heretofore referred to in preventing
SUMMARY JUDGMENT against Appellants on its Second Cause
of Action, THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT, Exhibit 7, PR 520.
The FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION, of the THIRD AMENDED
COMPLAINT, Exhibit 7, PR 516, meets the rule enunciated
herein by reasons of the allegations of the Affidavit of
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VERNON CHEEVER, Exhibit 9, PR 760, Paragraph 2;
Affidavit of MARTHA T. CHEEVER, Exhibit 18; Affidavit
of BRUCE COLES Exhibit 19.
Appellants Third Cause of Action, is also viable;
the trier of the facts may determine that there is no
contract.
Appellants Fourth Cause of Action, is equitable in
nature and should be sustained* So also as to Appellants
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION.

CONCLUSION AND PRECIS RELIEF SOUGHT

The Court should rule that SUMMARY JUDGMENT, was
improperly granted, and the judgment of Lower Court
reversed with all causes of action in place and that
the Lower Court should seriously look to determining if
the prevailing party should be awarded Attorney Fees
pursuant to section 78-27-56 of the Utah Code.
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KFNNFTH F. CLARKE
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Attorney for Plaintiff
One East Center, Suite 300
Provo, Utah 84601
Telephone 801-375-2911
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH
VERNON S. CHEEVER and MARTHA
T. CHEEVER, husband and wife,
Plaintiff/Appellant
vs.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

JOSEPH A. SEETHALER and MYRA
K. SEETHALER, husband and
wife, and SECURITY TITLE AND
ABSTRACT COMPANY,

Supreme Court No. 20362

Defendant/Respondent,
/

I HEREBY CERTIFY that I hand delivered to the Law Office
of JACKSON HOWARD, 120 East 300 North, Provo, Utah, 84601,
Four (4) copies of APPELLANTS BRIEF on t h e p ^ / d a y of March,
1985.
DATED thisc^//day of March, 19 85.

tErnsi $ttb JJuic
DO NOT DESTROY THIS NOTE: Whan paid, this note, with Treat Daad aacurinf th« line, must
b» surrendered to Trusts* for cancallation bcfort reconveyance wOJ ha made.
$ 371.750.00

Frovo

.Utah,

June 10,l»31

.
tt

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, jointly and severally, promiee to pay to the order
JOSEPH A. SEETHALER and MYRA K. SEETHALER, hia wife
their office

^

*rovo

Utah, or at auch other place as the holder hereof may ^ i ^ ^ Y i m AMD HO/100
THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY-ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED/
together with interestfromdate at the rata of

ten

DOLLARS ($ 371,750.00
aar cent (

^

*° %) par annum on

tbtunp^prunp^
mid pTunprt^wUr^tpmyMe
ulonowt: Accumulated lntereat f r o .
date hereof to June 10, 1982, payable on or before June 10, 1982 and;
THREE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED EIGHTY-SEVEN AND A7/100 - -DOLLARS ($3»587.*7 )
on the tenth day of
July
1982
md the tame amount on
the eame day of each aucceadinf month until the entire unpaid principal with accrued interest has
been fully paid. Each payment ahaD be applied first to accrued interest and the balance to the
reduction of principal. In any event, the undersigned hereby agree that on June 10. 1988
the then remaining principal balance, together with accumulated lntereat, ehall be
due and payable in f u l l .
Iiaaiaulf occurs m the payment of said installments of principal and interest or any part thereof,
the holder hereof, at holder's option and without notice or demand, may declare the entire principal
balance and accrued interest immediately due and payable.
If this note is collected by an attorney after default in the payment of principal or interest,
either with or without suit, the undersigned, jointly and severally, afree to pay all costs and expenses
of collection including a reasonable attorney's fse.
The makers, sureties, guarantors and endorsers hereof severally waive presentment for payment,
demand and notice of dishonor and nonpayment of this note, and consent to any and all extensions
of time, renewals, waivers or modifications that msy be granted by the holder hereof with respect to
the payment or other provisions of this note, and to the release of any security, or any pert thereof, with or without substitution. There shall be no prepayment penalty of any kind.
This note is aacurad by a Trust Dead of even date herewith, on the following properties:

, a Utah Corporati

Bruce H. Coles,

Individually

root* •t*-TW\m MOTl-Mavai mm —wnwwi «wc mm»

Bruce H. Coles, Secretary/Treaaurer

i
itrtet
Addmi

Oty 6
Stat*

SECURITY TITLE 4 ABSTRACT CO.
?. 0. BOX 45
PROVO, UTAH 84601

?fe^: • | s s

16973

L

»BPACg ABOVE TMIS UMI FOR •BCO*DB*'» US*>
D t t D O f TRUST
WITH ASSIGNMiNT Of U N I S

This Deed of Trust,

UUB .

10th

. • a y of .

1981
, M TRUSTOR,

Jtfgg

VERNOH S . CHEEVER end MARTHA T- CTFFVFB, M « w j f » ,
fc

Utah
fSirvct H d •iiiwirl

(Butt)

ICtty)

SECURITY TITLE AND ABSTRACT COMPANY, a Put carawatta*, « TRUSTS. *•* —
JOSEPH A . SEETHALER a n d HTRA * - KyFTHA|jy n f»< f y H f f

, at BENEFICIARY.

W i t n e s s e s : Taat Traatar CONVEYS AND WARRANTO TO TRUSTEE IN TRUST. WITH POWER Or BALE, tfc* fotknriaf aaacribad
Utah
. Coaaty. BUt* «f Utah:
property, aKaatad i a .

All of Lot 3, Plat "A", MARJORIE MANOR SUBDIVISION, Provo, Utah, according to the
official plat thereof on file in the office of the Recorder, Utah County, Utah.

IwTV-l-ll

At the request of Trustor, the Beneficiary agrees to subordinate this Deed of Trust
to a first Trust Dead for a loan not exceeding $44,000.00.

Tofrtiwr vtta aJ) fcvUdtntv fixture aad taaprawraantu ttenon aad an water rlgftta. riffeta af way. am amiia. rams tasuaa. profit*. I
ItrrvditaaMnu. pmrttefts * » * appuncnanras taavruate aalonfiat. mam or hemtxn mm or aajoyat! wlife aaM property, ar any pan Uwrvot SUBJECT.
HOWEVER, te tfe* rtghi, paver am) avinortty aarataafin- given to aad aonfarrad apoa SatwOoary «• caflact aad apply avefe faaaa. aaaiea, aad prafita.

• p r a a W awe* af *.._

371.750.00«
> aWee* aat fanfrw «nd a*»y aaajNataaa and/ar ee>
» 0 ) tee ••,•• mi erf aee* aiiliiatil h a w ar eat»
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JACKSON HOWARD and
LESLIE W. SLAUGH, for:
HOWARD. LEWIS & PETERSEN
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW

1
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P. O. Box 7 7 8
PROVO. UTAH 8 4 6 0 3
TELEPHONE: 3 7 3 - 6 3 4 5

2
3

EAST 3 0 0

Attorneys for

Defendants S e e t h a l e r

4

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY

5

STATE OF UTAH

6

8

VERNON S. CHEEVER, MARTHA
T. CHEEVER, UTAH COUNTY
PACKING COMPANY, and COLES
BROTHERS, INC.,

9

Plaintiffs,

7

10
11
12
13

SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
JOSEPH A. SEETHALER, MYRA K.
SEETHALER, and SECURITY TITLE
AND ABSTRACT COMPANY,

Civil No. 64179

Defendants.

14
15
16
17
18

The Motion for Summary Judgment filed by defendants Seethaler
on July 26, 1984, came on before the above-entitled Court for
hearing on September 21, 1984.

Further memoranda were submitted

and additional arguments heard by the Court on October 1 and
November 2, 1984. At each hearing Vernon S. Cheever was present

19
and the plaintiffs were represented by their attorney, Kenneth F.
20
Clarke, and Joseph A. Seethaler was present, and defendants
21
Seethaler were represented by their attorneys, Jackson Howard and
22
Leslie W. Slaugh.

The Court having considered the memoranda and

23
arguments of counsel, and being fully advised in the premises, now
24

1 hereby makes and enters the following summary judgment:
2

Plaintiffs* complaint is dismissed with prejudice.
DATED this

30 * day of November, 1984.

4
5

BY THE COURT:

6
DAVID SAM, DISTRICT JUDGE

8
9
0
m
D « «>

< I (n
3 <

I > 0.

a- "

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

10
11

I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the

12 foregoing Summary Judgment pursuant to Rule 2.9 of the Rules of
13 Practice of this Court, to Kenneth F. Clarke, Esq., One East Center
14 Street, Suite 300, P. 0. Box H, Provo, Utah 84603, this 3%*> day
15 of November, 1984.
16

<jrf\*(k^uL haQip^

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - Page 2

JACKSON HOWARD, for:
H O W A R D . LEWIS & PETERSEN
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW
120

1

EAST 3 0 0

NORTH

STREET

P. O. BOX 7 7 8
PROVO. UTAH 8 4 6 0 3
TELEPHONE: 3 7 3 - 6 3 4 5

2

3 || Attorneys for D e f e n d a n t s ,

Seethaler

4
5 ||

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY

6 I

STATE OF UTAH

7
VERNON S. CHEEVER and
8 || MARTHA T. CHEEVER,
husband and wife,
9"
Plaintiffs,
10

:

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

VS.

11
JOSEPH A. SEETHALER and
12 || MYRA K. SEETHALER,
husband and wife, and
13 || SECURITY TITLE AND
ABSTRACT COMPANY,

Civil No. 64,179

14
Defendants,
IdId I

Defendants Seethaler, by and through their attorney, hereby

17

move this Court for an order dismissing this action, with prejudice

13

The grounds for this motion are as follows:

19
20
21
22

1. The actions by the corporate plaintiffs are barred by the
applicable statutes of limitation.
2. The plaintiffs have failed to make an effective joinder
of necessary and indispensable parties.

23

3. The complaint fails to state a cause of action for fraud.

24

4. The complaint fails to state any cause of action upon

1

which relief can be granted.

2II
3

A memorandum of points and authorities in support of this
motion is filed herewith.

4

In the event the Court determines to not dismiss the entire

5

case, with prejudice, these defendants respectfully request that

6

the Court enter an order specifying, with particularity, which

7

causes of action and which issues of fact remained to be tried.

8

These defendants further request that the Court, in the event

9

the Court does not dismiss the entire action, with prejudice, enter

10

an order requiring that the issues which may be dispositive of the

11

entire case (statute of limitations, accord and satisfaction,

12|| waiver, etc.), be tried first.
13

DATED this

f,b —

day of July, 1984.

14 |
15n
161|
17 ||

18

II

(SON "HOWARD,
HOWARD, for:
f o r : \
JX^KSON
J^OWARD, LEWIS & PETERSEN
attorneys for Defendants Seethaler
120 East 300 North
Provo, Utah 84601
MAILING CERTIFICATE

19"
MAILED a copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to
20 "
Kenneth F. Clarke, Attorney for Plaintiffs, 1 East Center Street,
21
1' Suite 300, P. o. Box H, Provo, Utah 84603; Robert Moody, Attorney
221| for Security Title and Abstract Co., 55 East Center, Provo, Utah
23
84601, thisc-^/^c day of July, 1984.
^t^*'_/* '{.£'<4ti ;£C_
24
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In the Fourth Judicial District Coy

DLPI'T-T

of the State of Utah
In and For Utah County
VERNON S .
CHFFVFR

CHEEVER

& MARTHA

T.
\

\
Pbtntiff

I
/

n.
JOSEPH A. SEETHALER & MYRA K.
SEETHALER & SECURITY TITLE &

\
(
[

ABSTRACT

1

CO.

^

.

Defendant

MINUTE ENTRY
CASE NUMBER

DATED

I

64,179

November 5, 1984
_ _

David

Sam

JUDGE

This case is before the court on Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment and is considered pursuant to Rule 2.8, Rules of Practice of
the District Courts.

R U L I N G
In this matter the court finds that undisputed facts establish
that there were no facts known to the Principal, Buyer (Utah County
Packing) that were not known by the Plaintiff, Surety (Cheever). All
facts which establish any alleged fraud were committed upon both the
Principal, Buyer, (Utah County Packing) and the Plaintiff, Surety
(Cheever).

The Principal, Buyer (Utah County Packing) after discover-

ing all facts upon which the plaintiff now complains ratified the
contract between the Buyer and the Seller (Seethaler, Inc.). The
court finds under these facts and circumstance that the reasoning
of the Ettlinger case cited in defendant's brief is applicable to the

PAGE TWO
# 64,179

case at hand and that the H o l b r o o k case cited by the p l a i n t i f f is
distinquishable.

In the H o l b r o o k case, a partner of the buyer was

also a partner of the seller and this material fact was concealed
from the surety.

In the case at hand, all facts which establish an]

alleged fraud were known or should have been known by all parties
because the surety was also President of Utah County Packing, the
party that ratified the contract between the Buyer and the S e l l e r .
The court finds that the p r i n c i p a l , h a v i n g ratified the contract, has
thereby waived any claim for fraud which e l e c t i o n is b i n d i n g on the
surety.

The surety who is and was the President of Utah County Pack-

ing is thereby estopped from a s s e r t i n g any claim for an alleged
fraud h a v i n g made an e l e c t i o n of r e m e d i e s .
615 P.2d

See also Dugan v. Jones

1239.

The court f u r t h e r finds that the p l a i n t i f f ' s complaint does not
state a cause of action for fraud.

The d e f e n d a n t has admitted

that

any claim by Utah County P a c k i n g is barred by the Statute of Limitations and the court so f i n d s .
Summary Judgment is

Dated this

C*

A c c o r d i n g l y , D e f e n d a n t ' s Motion for

granted.

day of N o v e m b e r , 1984.

AX^uot^K^
DISTRICT
cc:

Jackson Howard
Leslie Slaugh
Ken C l a r k e

JUDGE

JACKSON HOWARD, f o r
H O W A R D . LEWIS & PETERSEN
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW
120

1

EAST 3 0 0

N O R T H STREET

P. O. B o x 7 7 8
PROVO. UTAH 8 4 6 0 3
TELEPHONE: 3 7 3 - 6 3 4 5

2
3 II Attorneys for

4

Plaintiffs

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY

5 I

STATE OF UTAH

6
VERNON S. CHEEVER, et al.,
7
Plaintiffs,

ORDER

8
VS.
9
JOSEPH A. SEETHALER, et al.,
10
Defendants.

CIVIL NO. 64,179

11
12 II

Defendants Seethalers' motion to dismiss, which was made in

13

open court on May 29, 1984, came on before this Court for further

14

argument on July 5, 1984. Plaintiff Vernon Cheever was present

15' and the plaintiffs were represented by their attorney, Kenneth
16

Clarke.

Defendants Seethaler were represented by their attorney,

1?

Jackson Howard.

18

arguments of the parties, and having determined that Utah County

19

Packing Company is a necessary and indispensible party to this

20

action, now hereby makes and enters the following order

The Court having considered the memoranda and

Plaintiffs1 complaint is dismissed without prejudice, the

21
22

dismissal to become effective at the expiration of ten (10) days

23

unless plaintiffs have filed an amended complaint joining Utah

24 /////

1 County Packing Company as a party to this action.
2

DATED this /z^day of July, 1984.
BY THE COURT:

3
4
5

AJc^L^t^^f

ts^Jj-tt^r-r^

'

DAVID SAM, District Judge

6
MAILING CERTIFICATE

7
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing

8

was mailed to the following, postage prepaid, this {zj5day

of July,

9
1984:
O2
i * &

10

CO f»)

1

2

I t
D

11
UJ

z

> 0.

12

0 «

a£

13

Mr. Kenneth F. Clarke
MADSEN, JEPSON, SALLENBACK & CLARKE
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
P.O. Box H
Provo, Utah 84603

14
15

SBettLIAlg

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

D15

KENNETH F. CLARKE
MADSEN, JEPSON, SALLENBACK & CLARKE
Attorney for Plaintiff's
One East Center, Suite 300
P. 0. Box H
Provo, Utah 84603
Telephone 801-375-2911
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
VERNON S. CHEEVER, et al.,
Plaintiffs,

CONSENT

vs.
Case No. 64179
JOSEPH A. SEETHALER, et al.,
Defendants..
/

COMES NOW VERNON CHEEVER, the President of UTAH COUNTY PACKING
INC., and does by these presents, consent that the Plaintiff's,
VERNON CHEEVEP. and MAPTHA CHEEVER, may continue their present
cause of action filed against the defendant's, and UTAH COUNTY
PACKING INC., by these presents, is willing that such cause of
action be maintained by the said Plaintiff against the said
Defendant.
DATED this 25th day of October, 298 4.

ION S. CHEI
President UTAH'COUNTY PACKING, INC.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this jtf

day of October, 1984

NOTARY^BLIC S3

Residing at: ^v^^-c?

/S^S

^^^c
"1 A

40

KENNETH F. CLARKE
MADSEN, JEPSON, SALLENBACK, & CLARKE
Attorney at Law
One East Center, Suite 300
P.O. Box H
Provo, Utah 84604
Telephone 801-375-2911
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
VERNON S. CHEEVER and MARTHA
T. CHEEVER, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

AFFIDAVIT

vs.

Civil No. 64179

JOSEPH A. SEETHALER et al.
/

STATE OF UTAH
:ss
County of Utah
VERNON CHEEVER, upon his oath having been duly sworn deposes
and says:
1.

That he is one of the Plaintiffs in the above entitled

matter.
2.

That I did not know that I had signed a DEED OF TRUST in

the amount of $371,000.00

until sometime after March 30, 1983 when

I was served with a NOTICE OF DEFAULT.

I had thought that the DEED

OF TRUST was in the amount of $25,000.00 only.
3.

In clarifying my testimony of October 1, 1984, I want it

to be clear that the money that was given a credit for $1,200.00
was not a compromise of

all claims that we had by reason of our

August 19th letter a copy of which is attached hereto, but rather
was only a partial payment to cover the cost of the drip pans only.
4.

Thereafter, there had been negotiations to have a final

settlement with Mr. Seethaler.

For months thereafter, we had

numerous meetings with Mr. Seethaler and also with Howard Rowely.
We continually had negotiations? at one time Mr* Seethaler was even
willing to take a complete settlement of all monies owed to him for
something on the order of $200,000.00 . We all thought that maybe
Bruce Coles was going to get his money and pay the whole thing off.
My best recollection is that these negotiations continued up until
probably 60 days before we closed the plant; about May, 198 3.
5.

We continued to run the plant because we thought that there

was going to be a settlement.

That is the reason we did not sue

earlier; we had no intention of waiving our right for fraud. We
had been negotiating this settlement for months; the last meeting "
being something on the order of around 60 days before we closed the
plant and filed bankruptcy.
6.

In all of the forgoing, I was always only acting in my

capacity as President of UTAH COUNTY PACKING INC. Never at any time,
in the negotiations did we ever discuss my personal liability or the
personal liablility of my wife and DEED OF TRUST we had signed.
That matter was never discussed and I never discussed it in my personal capacity as a seperate individual either on my own behalf or
on behalf of my wife.

Never at any time has she ever given me any

authority to ever compromise or settle, nor has she ever discussed
with me her settling any claims or rights that she might have personally with regards to her one half equity in the residence.

Utah County Packing Company
40 South 200 West
Provo, Utah 84601
Mr. Joseph Seethaler
3655 Foothill Drive
Provo, Utah 84601

/

*

/

*

August 19, 1981

Dear Mr. Seethaler:.
It has now been over two months since we closed the transaction of
purchasing Seethaler Meats. As per our contractural agreement set
forth in the Earnest Money and Exhibit "A", "Seller to guaranty
all machinery and equipment to be in good working condition for
60 days after take over by Buyer", and because of other assurances
by the Seller the following conditions prevail..
Since we purchased the stock of an existing and operating Corporation
and since the Seller repeatedly stated that the equipment was in excellent
condition. .Ifas good as new since it had received regular maintenance11,
the assumptions are:
1)

The business would pass City Code for operation and safety. An
inspection is necessary when starting up or purchasing an existing
company.

2)

The business would meet the regulations of the State Health and
FDA Meat Department.

3)

The equipment was in excellent condition as stated and as guaranteed
for two months after take over.

THE FINDING AND RESULTS:
Since the above conditions and assumptions were not true (see facts below)
we are, therefore, submitting to you to recover $100,255.97 cash, which
includes the following repairs and replacement of equipment that has
become necessary to maintain business.
Thursday June 11, 1981:
We took over and first thing Thursday nomine:
the Weiner Peeling Machine broke down and we had to get a new pulley
and put the machine back in order again...total time down for three men
1 hour. One of the employees said they had been having trouble with the
machine for months and that Joe would not buy a new part for it so it
was not in workina condition when we t^ok over.

-2122

Coles Bro

C/

^K1K1U^^

Utah County Packing Company
40 South 200 West
Prove, Utah 84601
CONCLUSION:
After spending three months in operation of this venture it has been
determined that there has been a GROSS misrepresentation of the condition
and value of this building and the equipment. There has not been a day
go by that some major breakdown has not occurred. The expenses
to date
to repair the equipment and buildings has now surpassed the $100,000.00
mark.
It is-our intention to recover the funds that we have expended for repair
and maintenance of equipment and building for the first two months of
operation. (The first two months were guaranteed by Mr. Seethaler) It
is our intention to deduct a minimum of 553,000.00 from the balance that
we owe Mr. Seethaler in connection with a new packaging machine, (See
comments) It is our intention to recover in cash the sum of $42,255.97
for expenses and value that we have paid for repairs to equipment and
buildings that was guaranteed by Mr. Seethaler for the first two months
after the take over.
FACTSi
The equipment is in fair to poor condition and not in excellent
condition as guaranteed.
2) The building would not past City or State Code
3) The Appraiser was not qualified to appraise this equipment since
it. is out of the realm of his expertise..thus a gross over
statement of value was placed on the building and equipment.
4) The loss of business for us during the first two months of
operationf because of the major breakdowns, would total over
$50,000.00. You will note that we charged you only $10,108.40
for labor where in fact the labor charged by professionals would
have been closer to $35,000.00.

1)

We stand ready to receive the funds as outlined. Please submit funds no
later than September 20, 1981. At that time we will amend the contract
oj^-the^alfibunt of funds that we owe you by 558,000.00. Please feel free
xo b^Xl us if you would like to discuss this matter further.
//
r

S<??7?'7

Vernon

S.

Cheey^r/Pres

f/SS'fs'

0. Kent Co'Aes/Sec and Tres

vcrnon ^.

k
Gary

2122

Coles
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Utah County Packing Company
40 South 200 West
Provo, Utah 84601
them. We will have to buy a new packaging machine. This one is a
a pile of junk. Mr. Seethaler guaranteed it was a working condition.
Half of it had been taken off and junked because it had broken down
and hever repaired. So...now it takes four people to hand run it and
then it only seals the packages 50%...so we are experiencing spoilage.
Today we couldn't get heat to all the Smoke Houses at the same time.
They came over and said all the pipes are so limed up it would be
impossible to use them that way. This will have to be fixed before
we can go into full production. It is now two and one half monrhs
after purchasing and we still are not in full operating condition.
Friday July 31:
The Louis A. Roser Refrigeration men are down from
Salt Lake again trying to get this antiquated machinery to work. The
Coolers are all hot and the meat is spoiling. Everything is worn our.
It's midnight and both of Roser's men are still working...trying to
get the refrigeration system working. They said everything is so
out-dated Ohat they just dpn't know if they can fix it.
Saturday Aug 1st;
1:00 A.M
they finally got the Coolers working.
They said oil had not been drained out of the filter trap for over two
years and it had clogged all the lines...two men plus us three, .overtime
for fourteen hours. The equipment is under compressed. We ne&d a new
Compressor.
There are too many machines working off of one compressor.
The refrigeration man told us there was no way we could get it down to
10 or 15 degrees above zero because the plant was over it's capacity on
the amonia condensor system. He said he didnft think it would last much
longer. Mr. Seethaler was told this last year but he didn't do anything
about it yet we were told everything was in top condition. The building
needs a new roof as it has large cracks between building sections and
leaks in a dozen places.
All the Cooler doors are worn out and need to be replaced. I could go
on and on but there is no use. It just boils down to the fact that the
condition of the building and the equipment were grossly misrepresented.
The Inspector came in and red-tagged the weiner holding cooler. Water
was running down from the roof. The employees said it had been leaking
for years and they told Joe that he needed a new roof. We went up and
inspected gt and found three great big crakes in the roof all the way
across the building. It was reported there were no leaks... that he had

& Sons
Gary & Ron

€.i 521-2122

Coles Bro. Inc

<7;
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Utah County Packing Company
40 South 200 West
Provo, Utah 84601
it was going out but he wouldn't do anything about it. We had to
buy five new belts and repair the cutter...another full days work.
Next:
The Meat Inspector said the walls had to be foamed or he
would condemn the plant. Arlin said he told Mr. Seethaler about
the defective hose on the foamer pump...told him it was shot but
still Mr. Seethaler didn't do anything about it. We had to buy a
new one and repair the pump....$37.49 for hose and more man hours
Also, the Inspector had red-tagged a lot of the equipment in the
packaging room. The reason for this was that Mr. Seethaler refused
to have a drain put up under the coils so they would not drip on the
meat. He also needed a fan above the weiner peeler so it would draw
the steam out and not have the condensation build up above the racnine*
Next:
We had the Fire Marshal in and inspect the plant bdfore they
would issue us our City License. They found so many things wrong it
is impossible to name but they will not give us our license until all
of the repairs are made. We had Boshard Electric come in and give us
a bid which was 51500.00. Vern told Mr. Seethaler this and he said it
was way high and that he would guarantee his man Erdman Electric would
do it for $500.00. We called Erdman Electric and asked him to come
over and give us an estimate. They came and looked at the plant but
didn't even want our business. So we hired Boshard Electric to dp the
work. The more they did the more they found that needed to be repaired
to meet the Code. It cost us $4,000.00 to complete the work so far.
Next:
Both the hoists that Mr. Seethaler said were operating were
not. I repaired one hoist and we had to take the other one to Electric
Motor Company. The main box on the compressor was so old that it blew
out and had to be replaced...over $200.00.
July 14, 1981:
The Elevator broke down as it has about every cay since
we took over. We called Otis Elevator Company and they are sencgng a
man down to see if they can fix it. Saturday Gary, Ron and myself worked
all day on thd Band Saw. The bearings have been bad for months.
July 15, 1981:
The Beef Cooler that Joe said just needdd a valve opened
needed a new Coil...Coil plus installation $1500.00.
There is not a
Scale in the plant that works. The last inspection the State condemned
every one. We had to have a Scale Company from Salt Lake come and fix

V C4UVS1I

ta/*

& Sons
Gary & Ron

-2122

Coles Bro. ln<

C£

**'Cinfine^

Utah County Packing Company
40 South 200 West
Provo, Utah 84601

Friday June 12, 1981:
We were told by the employees that the Smoke
Houses were not working... that they 6ould only use one house. Ron,
Gary and myself had to spend all day June 13th working on the smoke
houses. We had to unplug the drain. Water had been standing for six
months in the drain...(Roto Rooter...$35.00) We had to replace pipes
both steam and chimney stacks and had to take each out and have repaired.
The employees said it had been patched so many times that it gave up
the "ghost11. After it was repaired we had to take another day to
install...this had to be done after working hours as we couldn't work
while the plant was open...more down time and lost production due to
faulty equipment*
Next:
The Bacon Press broke down... a defective plug had been used
so we had to have a new one machined. The switch is still bad. We had
to order new points for it. The employees said they have had to hold
it in with their fingers to keep it in.... $15.00 and down for three
hours. Next the Linker Machine wouldn't work automatically because a
part had been broken for some time. We took it to Field Welding and
had it repaired. . .$23.88 and one full day broke down. Many man hours
were lost. The next day the Inspector asked us where the Stainless
Steel Buckets were. He said we could not use the old ones because they
had been red-tagged. The employees said Mr. Seethaler took the stainless
steel buckets home. All of this equipment was part of the equipment
that we bought and Mr. Seethaler and Mr. Rowley guaranteed all that was
in the plant when we went through before we made the offer would stay
and be part of the equipment we were to have. Also, Mr. Seethaler
removed the Vise from the work bench. The employee said Mr. Seethaler
took it home The Vise and Buckets must be returned or they will have
to pay for new ones.
Next:
We could not get the Beef Cooler cold enough to keep the meat.
We had some spoilage so we called L.A. Roser Refrigeration Repair from
Salt Lake City. They sent a man down and he said Mr. Seethaler had
told him to turn the one coil off because it was shot. When I asked
him about this he, Joe, said he didn't know anything about it. The
repair man said he fixed it once and it blew out in two weeks time so
Joe told him to turn it off. (We have ordered a new one and we expect
Mr. Seethaler to pay for it. (Included on the list to Mr. Seethaler)
Next:

We were making weiners for the .if*

^

w* *m^

m<u wMUttiiifcHT THA~
S GUARANTEED TO BE
•
, W.

III WORKING CONDIY. JrS
Smoke House Stacks

$

14.00

$

43.00

#•...$

35.00

Bacon Press

$

15.00

Linker Machine (Field Welding)

$

23.88

....$

188.00

Heavy Duty Vice...,.

,.......•«..$

32.45

V. Belts for Cutter

..S

149.18

Hose for Clean up Pump

$

37.49

Work from Creer Sheet Metal

S

695*00

Pulley for Weiner Peeler

$

5 .00

Roto Rooter

$

35.00

$

145.00

Smoke House Coils

•

Smoke House Drain

.«

Stainless Steel Buckets (4 @ $47.00)

Motor for Acupat

V.

Louis A. Roser used Coil and Installation

$ 2,500.00

Craighead Plumbing (P.O. Valve Water Tank)

$

94.43

.$

34.10

Hoist repairs
Boshard Electric (Joe's part)
Karman Bearing-Saw

$ 4,000.00
,. ........•••....,..... .$

Air Conditioner repairs (Parts missing)
Mel drum Scale Company
Keene Saw repairs

•

13c64

..3

72.77

$

248.10

$

70.23

Louis A. Roser repair on Refer Coil

$

500.00 approx

Ray Debel Plumbing repair on boiler and pipes

$

946.00

Truck alternator

S

51.09

New Packaging machine

$58,000.00

Slicer repairs

S

New floors needed to pass inspection

S 8,740.00

New Roof (approx)

$ 8,000.00

Down time..man hours to repair equipment.......

310,108.40

New IBM Typewriter (missing)

5 1,500.00

Address Machinge (missing)

S

500.00

.5

55.00

S

500.00

S

360.00

Work Bench Vice (large)
Stainless Steel Pots....
2 Large Filing Cabinets

.....••••

520.45

3100,255.97

JACKSON HOWARD, for:
HOWARD. LEWIS & PETERSEN
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT

1

120

EAST

300

NORTH

P. O. Box

LAW

STREET

778

PROVO. UTAH 8 4 6 0 3
TELEPHONE.

2
3

Attorneys for

373-6345

Defendants,

Seethaler

4
5

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

6
7
8

VERNON S. CHEEVER and
MARTHA T. CHEEVER,
husband and wife,

9
Plaintiffs,

10
11
12
13

AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH A,
SEETHALER

vs.
JOSEPH A. SEETHALER and
MYRA K. SEETHALER,
husband and wife, and
SECURITY TITLE AND
ABSTRACT COMPANY,

Civil No. 64,179

14
Defendants,

15
16

STATE OF UTAH

17

COUNTY OF UTAH )

18
19
20
21
22

)
ss.

JOSEPH A. SEETHALER, after being first duly sworn, deposes anc
states as follows:
1.

I am one of the defendants in the above-entitled matter,

and have personal knowledge of the facts stated herein.
2.

On or prior to June 18, 1981, Mr. Cheever contacted me wit

2Z>

respect to certain alleged defects in the equipment of the meat

24

packing company which Utah County Packing Co. and Coles Brothers,

By

l

Inc. had just purchased from Seethaler's, a Utah corporation. Utah

2

County Packing Co. had previously indicated its desire to purchase

3

the accounts- receiveables from Seethaler's. Although I disagreed

4 with the existence of any defects, I agreed to reduce the price for
5

the accounts receiveables by approximately $1,200.00,

in satisfac-

6 tion of the claims made by Mr. Cheever.
7

3.

I received the letter attached hereto from Mr. Cheever

8 shortly after August 19f 1981. I recognize the signature on the
9 letter as being that of Mr. Cheever.
r>
(0

10

4. Vernon Cheever, Bruce Coles, and other principals of Utah

m

11 County Packing Co. and Coles Brothers, Inc. made numerous tours
12 through the meat packing plant prior to the final closing of the
13 sale. No attempt was ever made to restrict the scope of their
14 tours through the plant nor to conceal the true condition of the
15 equipment in the plant.
16

DATED this ^G*"' day of July, 1984.

17
18
19
20

SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me thiscrP^

day of July,

21 1984.
22

c_*n

23
NOTARY PUBLIC
24

My Commission Expires:

Residing at*

<^
JL

Jt-nf*
• r ^ H I H JUl'ICi'il L'!37F;!\.T :.!••;; -

KENNETH F. CLARKE
MADSEN, JEPSON, SALLENBACK & CLARKE
A t t o r n e y a t Law
One E a s t C e n t e r , S u i t e 300
P.O. Box H

1984 NOV 16 PH 4 : 23
WILLIAM F. HUiSH.CLt'KK
(?/)
rj[pi?Tv

Provo, Utah 84601
Telephone 801-375-2911

^

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
VERNON S. CHEEVER and MARTHA
T. CHEEVER, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

AFFIDAVIT

vs.
Civil No.

JOSEPH A. SEETHALER et al.

64179

/

STATE OF UTAH
:ss
County of Utah
BRUCE COLES, upon his oath having been duly sworn deposes and
says:
That sometime in August of 1981, we had filed a a letter complaint
against Mr. Seethaler for defective items.

Thereafter, we met numer-

ous times with Mr. Seethaler and sometimes with Mr. Rowely for the
purpose of trying to reach a settlement agreement to offset what was
owed by UTAH COUNTY PACKING INC. to Mr Seethaler by reason of the defective items and what we considered was a fraud that was committed
upon us.

Those negotiations went on for months and continued into the

early part of 198 3.

It is my best recollection that it was about this

time that we approached FMA FINANCE and MR. RON BISH. At one time Mr.
Seethaler entertained but did not agree to take $200,000,000 in complete settlement.

Sometime thereafter, we were told by Mr. Bish that

we could not get the necessary financing to cash Mr. Seethaler out.
-t r - r—

It was at this time that we told him that he was going to have to
take a substantial reduction in order to have the meat packing
plant refinanced with FMA.

We told him that if he didn't do that

that the only alternative we had was to close the door and give it
back to him.
The basis for our negotiating all this time, a reduction in the
amount owed to him, was by reason of the August 19, 1981 letter and
what we had thought we had lost by reason of his fraudulent representations as to the condition of the equipment and machinery.
DATED THIS

day of November, 1984.
v6y^^

~M

BRUCE COLES

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me th i s ^

Z.
day of November,

19 8fr.
My Commission Expir

/ Do

•''f.'riT .':,
i
• f'UTA" CiVJM V.STAIf ":.;

KENNETH F . CLARKE
MADSEN, JEPSON, SALLENBACK & CLARKE
A t t o r n e y a t Law
One E a s t C e n t e r , S u i t e 300
P.

0.

Box H

P r o v o , Utah
Telephone

1984 NOV IB FH 4 - 2 3
W'LLIAMXHUiSH.CLLf?K
—

84601

UJQ

DtPUTY

"

801-375-2911
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

VERNON S. CHEEVER and MARTHA
T. CHEEVER, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

AFFIDAVIT

VS.

Civil No. 64179
JOSEPH A. SEETHALER et al.
/

STATE OF UTAH
:ss
County of Utah
MARTHA T. CHEEVER, upon her oath having been duly sworn deposes
and says:
1.

That she is one of the Plaintiffs in the above entitled

action.
2.

That I never did authorize my husband, VERNON S. CHEEVER, to

act as agent, or in any other capacity for me with regards to my
interest in our residence.

I am a half owner in our residence as

more fully set forth by the WARRANTY DEED a copy of which is attached
hereto.
3.

Never at any time did I authorize my huband to compromise a

claim, waive any defense, assert any position on behalf, or in any other
way affect my right to my one half share in the said real property or
to affect any defense that I may have by reason of the attempted foreclosure by JOSEPH A. SEETHALER and MYRA K. SEETHALER.

DATED this /£

day of November, 1984,

MARTHA T. CHEEVER
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this

day of November,

Y \

1984.
/

f

'My>Vcommission

expires:

NOTARY PUBLIC for State olSUtah
Residing in Provo, Utah

A- •/

7bS

16771
- • " * s.,. NO. WARRANTY DEED
-

WW Wff|> m ^ l . a n d KATHfiVtt .in TUTKJR.
r

Prawn,

h i b

^if,

nt^h

'^**^WllAUMiM*-*
WHWDW S . CH££VER and MARTHA T . CHCCVER. h l a
t>n
"" J °
« n t a y.<,th f m i r i g n t a Q f survlvorahlp and not as tenants i n
r
common.
'
w l f e

Ll

^IBBBJ^^PTO/Oy UTAH
* — * » • — * Bf.Tgw ^QUara »nn other valuable conaldaratlon

nntTipfl

i*»BflteB,1

?l

to the offlfi f1*! * " » Marjo-la Manor Subdivision, Provo, Utah, according
County, Utah

th>wof un « ! • i n the o f f i c » or tna Racorder, Utah

l

2nd

Jult
l l t b p

W M I

-*Vof

(

«- Kttfoffn fl ^y-ftftr..
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KENNETH F. CLARKE
MADSEN, JEPSON, SALLENBACK & CLARKE
Attorney at Law
One East Center, Suite 30 0
P. 0. Box H
Provo, Utah 84603
Telephone 801-375-2911
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
VERNON S. CHEEVER and MARTHA T.
CHEEVER, husband and wife, UTAH
COUNTY PACKING, INC., a Utah
Corporation; COLES BROTHERS, INC.,
a Utah Corporation,

A F F T D A V I T

Plaintiffs,
Civil No. 64179
vs.
JOSEPH A. SEETHALER a n d MYRA K.
SEETHALER, h u s b a n d a n d w i f e , a n d
SECURITY TITLE AND ABSTRACT
COMPANY,
Defendants.
/
STATE OF UTAH
:ss
rr • \y-

,i

VERNON S .
and

oath having been duly

sworn

deposes

says:
That

T h a t he i s
That

CHEEVER, u p o n h i s

u

~

:-

~~~ ~ c

iLs<.> t h e

J l

- ie P l a i n t i f f ' s

President

of

in

Laws o f

the State

of

above e n t i t l e d

UTAH COUNTY PACKING COMPANY,

UTAH "" ''MTY PACKPJG POMP ANY, TNT, , i s

under t h e

the

Utah and i s

a corporation
presently

action.
INC..

organized

in good

standing.

Gil

That sometime around the 16th of July, 1984, myself and
my son-in-law, BRUCE COLES, met with KENNETH F, CLARKE, As
President of UTAH COUNTY PACKING COMPANY, INC., I authorize
MR. CLARKE to bring an action in the above entitled case against
the SEETHALERS.

HAND DELIVERY
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
was hand delivered to the law office, this ^^
day of August, 19 84,
to the following:
Leslie Slaugh
120 E. 300 N.
Provo, Utah
Robert Moody
55 East Center
Provo, Utah

G12

<s* i-J

KENNETH F. CLARKE
MADSEN, JEPSON, SALLENBACK & CLARKE
Attorney at Law
One East Center.
P. 0. Box H
Provo, Utah 8 4603
Telephone 801-375-^y \ i
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
VERNON S. CHEEVER and MARTHA T.
CHEEVER, husband and wife, UTAH
COUNTY PACKING, INC., a Utah
Corporation; COLES BROTHERS, INC.,
a Utah Corporation,
A F F I D A V I T
Plaintiffs,
vs.

Civil No. 64179

JOSEPH A. SEETHALER and MYRA K.
SEETHALER, husband and wife and
SECURITY TITLE AND ABSTRACT
COMPANY,
Defendants.

STATE OF UTAH
:ss
COUNTY OF UTAH

and

says:
T h a t some t i m e

around t h e

a '• L e o h o n e I \ . J U 11 OIN KENNL:-.\

•..•.' •. :

'."TAH COUNTY PACKING COMPANY, I N C .

estate
cue

1 7 t h d a y -~>f " ' u l y ,

nf
I^A

said
case.

bankruptcy.
>'.•. CLARKE

:

uiturmed

...o a t t o r n e y
'.hat

IP; d n 1 ^

1334,

during

ac:'oinr='l

me t \ a t

the

=-

lie d e s i r e d

I

received

for

t.u.-

JeLt.or

torm of

the

?'*f r-Tl":" >. n
to b n n q

an

C O "

action in the State Court on behalf of the said UTAH COUNTY
PACKING COMPANY, INC..
to him doing so.

I informed him that I had no objection

That I had been dismissed as Trustee and under

the law he had the right to bring the cause of action.

Subsequently,

on the 10th day of August, 1984, MR. CLARKE called me on the phone
again and asked me to sign this affidavit and represented

to me

that if any recovery were made, that he would notify me and I
would then make the decision as to whether to reopen the estate.
The Bankruptcy Estate of UTAH COUNTY PACKING COMPANY, INC.,
was closed on the 20th day of January, 1984, as more fully set
forth in the Certified Copy of the Order closing the estate, the
original of which is attached to this affidavit.

As the former

Trustee of the said estate, since the estate is closed, I believe
that all causes of action and all rights are returned to the
Debtor; in this case, UTAH COUNTY PACKING COMPANY, INC..
DATED this

/y

day of August, 198 4.

THEODORE KENELL
;

>
/•

>

.

' , » SUBSCRIBED AND SWQ,
i 19 84;.. /
•

' . '

,•

•

gust,

,*

V. '''u /

My commission expires:

G37

_/... x fiw

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT

Tr? r**<

Bankrv

-r

>01603

UTAH COUNTY PACKING COMPANY, INC.
Debtor(s).

ORDER CLOSING ESTATE

There being no provision under law for discharge of the above
debtor, *t is hereby ordered that the above case be closed upon entry of
this Order,
It is further ordered that the Trustee 1n the above case be
reVievpii iif hi1, fi

i that the bond of said Tr

i and

the surety or sureties thereon are released from further l i a b i l i t y thereunder, except any l i a b i l i t y which may have accrued during the time such
bond was In effect.

DATED-

.l.iniiiiry I'D, VWA

DV certify that ths annexed and foregoing
ue and complete copy of a document op
.
the United States Bankruptcy C o u r t t f y A
C . t
h%A
District of Utsh.
//
y/sA
^
^ * ^ '
Dated: MAY 2 4J984
Attest:
^ " " y ^—.
United States Bankruptcy Judge
Deputy Clerk

/

'

' 'u.E!

'SS3 SEP 20

KENNETH F. CLARKE
1 East Center, Suite 303
Box H
Provo, Utah 84603
375-8891

?U2:k7

* , L L ' A M » S H . CLERK
~~
U&L
OLPL'TY

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

VERNON S. CHEEVER and MARTHA
T. CHEEVER, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

AFFIDAVIT
Civil No. 64179

vs.
JOSEPH A. SEETHALER and MYRA
K. SEETHALER, husband and
wife and SECURITY TITLE AND
ABSTRACT COMPANY,
Defendants.
,/

STATE OF UTAH

ss
COUNTY OF UTAH
VERNON S. CHEEVER Upon his oath having been duly sworn
deposes and says:
That he is one of the Plaintiffs in the above entitled
action.
That attached hereto is Exhibit D.

That I have read

the contents thereof, and state that the contents contained
therein,

are

true; by

reference

I adopt

the

statements

contained therein as part of this affidavit.
That

your

affiant

never

personally

discussed

matter with JOSEPH A. SEETHALER, nor did my wife.

this
I was

approached by BRUCE COLES, my son-in-law, who indicated to me
that MR. SEETHALER was demanding that we had some kind of

"per:*.!..*!
security

than

just

sell,

the return
J

.'

just were not wil.. .•.,

:

"h

i

WJS

Wu: :. h

ne » . -,

up ^ n r house as security,

w^

",«• willing to put up our house

. discuss*'^ ^ir- -

. . js, w:.-: -rth -i—u4-

that

r> property that

"oussed it and we indicated that we

finally agreed that we would

During this time

•

c

Coles that I r nought

85 'n<

pr <. L -. .

-ri he thought that

".

The collateral, which was tu i;e for n* • v r ... *.-id*; ?2S*"-O0j *,

t

be putting up t*> . : rjujiaing tor security tu the extent

i

their equity.,

Corporations

liability,

Thcit

1 believed

that tnt* papein

filed with

fh

e complaint,

i .« a i , ; .

\

it failed, we would

i-iau » Siqned, uxrubic A ana *,
incorporated

*

-

r-* more.

imitation

the home,

r schibit

r" :'R

to a *22,000.00 to $27 f oL)0 s uu

position <™ my house and ™

of PV

; ^

I believed that any n*or*ca-^ **r DiifD

x biyned wdb limited

-)r.<?

•

-

second

mnr^ depending on the value nf

* ., '* *> >-..v reflect what

I nad agreed

Wl t'h MR , i" LK,'.',,
r ha* -v since learned that the representations that y^.
SEETHALER T.-jcir*, *;^Il

AI j u l d

nuit,

. ;

• have recited i^ Fixhibit P, v^r- fal^e*

. i. : .,,:,. i . , x , . i [ u t

A k L .; v .

.,,-._,,.

e:.u. :

of Utah County Packing Co. Inc. if I had known the truth.
MR. SEETHALERS representations were false.

VERNON S. CHEEVER
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me th
September, 1983.

Residing at:/
My Commiission Expires: ^
~

^<^^j

w£

day of

EXHIBIT

STATE OF UTAH

)

COUNTY OF UTAH

)

VERNON
sworn

H

-

PhEKVER,

upon

Defend arii,

i

jubt;i<

packi'^H ' ;^i-*•><?<;

having

been

duly

h. ~1 I. - * « - -•n ^fie a b o v e enf a i e o

-*
T

»- "

<% *

That

I!
;-r i ' i

r<

:.

t n* -* * _u «ii^ i _

.*

<

h i s oarh

-lt.

' t -i ~

&;.< ut

:r

MM:

„ ' ' . n s u m a t e d on - i

1.

!*« p u r c h a s e ,

i

^.....u^

Defendant

your

if fi ant's

best r e -

made some o f t h e f o l l o w i n g

r epre.senta t ious .
hi • See t h a l e r

had t^'M

H :

L d-

Fj

T.«7^ <
f , ng c o n r ,
new because of
-,!,!„

"iin,ik i n g

didn'i

><i

:.:- maintenance program",
* •";

l

-r^L'in-

o w e a d i m e on a n y t h i n g

„

- '-.

f

- '

•

-*• i s '-^t'1: f o r t S ^ M*-

,^_
.
i';Ai^cto:

,-<«..1 or J*

in t o p

he mentioned that he

'nW-TMnium \ . : *\ C e c r g e r h a r w-is p d i / f t , a r 4 r w <

paid

ff

r ^ s

F c o v o wdb
He ; *.?iraed

rhar

tie w a s p a y i n g

d u u ctx^u r e c e i v i n g

1

h i ID s e l l

$400,00

r^t

H wage o f

iixui.th r e n t .

He further represented that he was doing from $700,000.00 to
$800,000.00 of sales per year.

That in truth and fact, it is

believed that his sales for the year 1980 were at or about
$400,000.00,

Mr. Seethaler told us how much the utilities were

running per month when in truth and fact the actual experience
was more than double his representations.
He

also

represented

that

the third

quarter

state

insurance funds had been paid when in truth and fact they had
not been paid.

In fact, subsequent to the sale, he went to the

state of Utah and obtained the refund from the deposits.
With regard* to the refrigeration equipment, he stated
that all you needed to do was to turn on a valve on the cooler
in order for the coolers to cool.

In truth and fact the coils

were blown out several months before June, 1981. He had stated
that they were not cold at the time because he had "turned them
down; that he did not need them cold.11
Subsequent

to the purchase of

the plant

the fire

marshall condemmed many parts of the electrical system because
they would not meet the fire code.
The phone system was in such a state of disrepair that
Mountain Bell had to completely overhaul the system.
With regard to the three smoke houses in the plant, Mr.
Seethaler volunteered, without being asked, that they were all
2

w o r k i n g excej I t h a t one had w - l o g g e d d r a i n ,
I" ai: i i in I y 11 m i
one w o r k i n g
Thai

thai:
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the boiler

immediate maintenance
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that suction fans and drip pans would be required.
Your a f f i a n t ,

in r e t r o s p e c t ,

now r e a l i z e s why Mr.

Seethaler would excuse himself from riding on the elevator and
suggested to your affiant and his sons " l e t ' s take the s t a i r s ,
i t f s easier 1 1 .

Subsequent to the purchase,

the use of the

elevator revealed that the controls were defective and that the
elevator never did work properly and proper repair would be at
g r e a t expense.

His r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s a t the s a l e were t h a t the

elevator had a value of $25,000.00.

That in truth and fact the

e l e v a t o r had l i t t l e or no value because of the f a c t t h a t i t was
not r e p a i r a b l e .

Your a f f i a n t was advised by the salesman of

the Otis Elevator Company t h a t i t was not r e p a i r a b l e and t h a t a
new one should be purchased.
Mr. Seethaler, when asked about the roof, said that i t
was " f i n e , no problem".

That in t r u t h and f a c t t h a t i t leaked

and t h a t i t would take from five to e i g h t thousand d o l l a r s to
repair

it.
Mr. Seethaler had mentioned t h a t you had to have a

"water softner" in order to keep the lime out of the pipes and
t h a t i t was working but you had to keep s a l t in i t in order for
i t to work properly.

That in t r u t h and f a c t t h a t i t was in a

s t a t e of disrepair and had to be repaired.
In the s a l e there was included four
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He explained t h a t the "mince master" emulsified
meat and said t h a t i t was working.

the

That in t r u t h and f a c t t h a t

i t had bad bushings, knives and gaskets.
Mr. Seethaler showed how the "ham blender" worked.

The

demonstration was made without any ham being in the blender.
That subsequent to the purchase, when ham was placed in the
blender, i t was determined that the bearings were worn out and
that the machine dripped grease.

That i t had to be repaired at

great expense.
Viith regard to the lunch meat s l i c e r , he s p e c i f i c a l l y
showed us how i t worked and s p e c i f i c a l l y s t a t e d t h a t i t was
working and t h a t you could set i t for any adjustment t h a t you
needed for the amount of s l i c e s r e q u i r e d .

That in t r u t h and

fact i t needed a l l new e l e c t r i c a l r e l a y s , c u r r e n t boards and
the motor had to be rewound at great expense.
Mr. S e e t h a l e r showed your a f f i a n t what is known as a
"weiner peeler" and how i t worked.

Subsequent to the sale,

it

was determined t h a t p r i o r to the s a l e i t was in a s t a t e of d i s r e p a i r ; t h a t i t had to have a new motor, vacuum, bearings and
wheels.
Mr. Seethaler, in demonstrating the "packaging machine"
was asked what i t would take to produce packages t h a t would
hang up on the walls for display.
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thus prevented the whole system from operating.
In showing your affiant the "ice maker" he explained
how it worked and bragged about how much ice it put out.

That

in truth and fact it had to be covered with metal in order to
pass inspection and it also had to have repairs in order to
maintain in operating condition.

Finally, it had to be junked.

Subsequent to taking over the operation, your affiant
determined that the "wall foamer" had a broken pump and hose
and had to be repaired.

That the "butcher bandsaw" had to have

new bearings, wheels, pulleys belts and it finally had to be
overhauled.

That the "staple machines" were burned out and had

to be replaced.
problems.

That the "hand slicer" had electrical wiring

That the "rear dock" had to be rewelded and would

not lift up properly.

That there had to be miscellaneous

repairs to tubs, carts, pallot jack and-other miscellaneous
repairs.

That the "smoke maker" motor fan was burned up and

the flues were all plugged and holes in them and would not work
properly.

That the "ham press" had a broken airvalve.

The

floors in the building had to be refinished anj covered to pass
inspection.

The cooler walls needed

covering

to pass

inspection „
That subsequent to the sale, Mr. Seethaler was caught
taking the back metal step from the building and placing it
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plant would not have been purchased.

That the

By reason of the conduct

of the Defendants Utah County Packing, without regard to down
time, I estimate spent out or about $125,000.00 for parts and
labor to try and put the building and machinery in operating
condition.

Utah County Packing has filed bankruptcy.

(AVC in brackets after each seperate paragraphf
refers to Affidavit of VERNON S. CHEEVER, page
of this Brief and referred to herein as EXHIBIT
16. All page references are to Exhibit D of
the Affidavit; Exhibit D starts with page 1 on
page
of this Brief.)

VERBATIM REFERENCES IN THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT

(a)

The
the
ing
the
1.)

Defendant, JOSEPH A. SEETHALER, represented that
plant and all equipment therein was "in top workcondition11; that in truth and fact, it was not for
reasons hereafter cited. (AVC last paragraph page

(b)

Said Defendant represented that "everything was new or
better than new because of the maintenance program";
that in truth y^ fact, he had no maintenance program
other than to keep it running; there was no regular
lubrication program; lubrication was not performed daily.
(AVCf last paragraph)

(c)

The said Defendant represented that in order to operate
the beef cooler that all was needed was to turn on a
valve and that the the coolers were all in good operating
condition, and that the reason that the said coolers were
not cold at the time of that conversation was because the
Defendant had turned them down, that he did not need them
cold; that in truth in fact, the system was so worn out
that the coil was ruptured and would not work and had to
be replaced. (AVC, page 2, third to last complete paragraph.)

(d)

Said Defendant represented that the electrical system
in the plants was in good operating condition; that in
truth in fact; before a business license was issued to
the Plaintiffs at or about $8,000.00 was spent as condi-hion tn cret a business license for electrical renairs.

(AVC, page 2, second to last complete paragraph.)
(e) Said Defendant represented that telephone system was
in good operating condition; that in truth in fact, a
whole new phone system hatd to be installed; that prior
to the replacement, it was always being repaired.(AVC,
page 2, last complete paragraph.)

(f) Said Defendant represented that all of the three smoke
houses in the plant were in good operating condition
except for one clogged drain; in truth in fact, only one
worked and coils had to be replaced togettthe second to
work but the boiler was not sufficient capacity to run
three at once.(AVC, last sentence, page 2, and continuing
page 3.)

(g) The said Defendant represented that two of the three
electric hoists in the plant were in good working and
operating condition and that the third hoist had all new
parts and that simply was in need of assembly; that in
truth in fact, they did not work and had to be immediatl]
repaired. (AVC, first complete paragraph, page 3.)

(h) The said Defendant represented that the reason for the
red tags on the equipment in the package room was
merely that the set of equipment was in need of "a
little cleaning"; that in truth in fact, moisture was
dripping off the ceiling and drip pans and suction fans
had to be installed at great expense in order to remove
the red tag placed by the meat inspectors.(AVC, last
ten lines of page 3.)

(•$.) The said Defendant represented that the elevator in the
building was in good operable condition and had a value
of $25,000.00; that in truth in fact, was in very poor
condition and continually breaking down on numerous
occasions and of little value. (AVC, first complete
paragraph page 4.)

(j) The said Defendant represented that the roof on the
building was in good condition and was "fine, no problem", that in truth in fact, it leaked in several places
and SEETHALER had been warned by the inspectors that
water was dripping down the walls of the coolers and
^4-Viar n l a r o Q

snH

r?ir?

in

fact

SO d r i D .

(AVC,

Second

tO

(k) The said Defendant represented that four Dodge trucks
which were included in the sale were refrigerated and
in good working and operable condition; that in truth
in fact, only two were refrigerated and one of the two
did not work. (Ave, last sentence page 4 and complete
paragraph on page 5.)

(1) The said Defendant represented that all six of the
scales in the operation were in good condition? that
in truth in fact, none of them would pass inspection
by the DEPARTMENT OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES without repair
at great expense; that repair was made at great expense.
(AVC, second complete paragraph page 5.)

(m) The said Defendant represented that the Patty machines
were in good operating condition except that "one of
the machines needed a little repair"; that in truth in
fact, neither worked, and a new one had to be purchased
at the expense of $36,000*00. (AVC, second to last complete paragraph page 5.)

(n) The said Defendant represented that the "meat chopper"
was working and in good working order and in good oper
able condition; that in truth in fact, it needed new
bearings, belts, and controls at great expense.( AVC,
last complete paragraph page 5.)

(o) The said Defendant represented that the "Mince Master"
was in good operable and working condition; that in
truth in fact, it required numerous repairs and great
time waiting for hard to find parts.
(AVC, first
complete paragraph page 6.)

(p) The said Defendant represented that the "Ham Blender"
was in good working and operating condition; that in
truth in fact, paddle bearings were worn out and the
machine was leaking rusty water and grease.(Ave, second
complete paragraph page 6.)

(q) The said Defendant represented that the lunch meat slicei
was in good operable and working condition and specifically represented that the said machine was working and
that it could be set for any adjustment needed for the
amount of slices required; that in truth in fact, immediate repairs of at or about $500.00 was required to have
a new electrical control system and other repairs.(AVC,
third complete paragraph page 6.)

(r) The said Defendant represented that the "weiner peeler"
was in good operable and working condition; that in trutl
in fact, a new motor and vaccuum and pulleys and controls
had to be replaced at great expense. (AVC, fourth complete paragraph page 6.)

(s) The said Defendant represented that the "packaging machine" was in good operable and working condition and that
in order to produce packages that would hang up on the
walls for display that merely a die would need to be
purchased. (AVC last three lines, page 6 and completing
paragraph on page 7.)

(t) The said Defendant represented that the "boiler" was
in good operating and working condition and further represented, "that's a good old boiler1 better than the
new one"; that in truth in fact, a year prior to sale,
the controls did not work and six months before it almost blew up. In order to keep it working, it had to
be delined and new lines replaced. It was not of sufficient capacity to run the three "smoke houses" at
once. (AVC, first complete paragraph page 7.)

(u) Said Defendant' represented that he owned the "tipper
ties" and that the "tipper ties" were included in the
sale and further that the C02 tank was owned by the
said Defendant and included in the sale; that in truth
in fact, Defendant did not own them. (AVC, last complete paragraph page 7.)

(v)

Said Defendant represented that the "refrigeration
system" was in good operable and working condition;
t-.hat in truth in fact, the condensors were worn out;

and continually leaked ammonia. Many other replacements were made. (AVC, last six lines page 7, and first
line page 8.)

(aa) Said Defendant represented that the "ice maker" was in
good operable and working condition? that in truth in
fact, it was junked after six months and after great
expense and repair. (AVC, first complete paragraph,
page 8.)

(bb) The said Defendant represented that the "band saw" was
in good operating and working condition; that in truth
in fact, the bottom shaft and bearings were worn out and
finally completely had to be overhauled.(AVC, last complete paragraph page 8.)
(cc) The said Defendant represented that the "staple machines"
were in good working and operating condition; that in
truth in fact, they were worn out and had to be replaced
within a few weeks. (AVC, last complete paragraph page
8.)
(dd) The said Defendant represented that the "hand slicer"
was in good working and operating condition; that in
truth and fact, it was worn out and bearing, blade, and
motor had to be replaced. (AVC, last complete paragraph
page 8.)

(ee) The said Defendant represented that the back metal steps,
big oak desk, garage jack, and office typewriter, label
addresser, a filing cabinet, a vise, several length of
pipe, and several stainless steel buckets were all included in the sale agreement; that in truth in fact, defendant took them from the plant just prior to the sale.
(AVC, first complete paragraph page 9.)

(ff)

The said Defendant represented that the "packaging machine was in good operable and working condition and that
in order to produce packages that would hang up on the
walls for display that merely a die would need to be
purchased; that in truth in fact, it needed more than a
new die; the machine was obsolete; the factory represent
ative stated, "new parts could not be obtained"; C02
leaked from the packages; the machine had to be replaced
aHnnf Qfl Aa\7<z fynTn f»hp n n r r h a s ^ a-h. the expense of at or
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
VERNON S. CHEEVER and MARTHA
T. CHEEVER, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

AFFIDAVIT

vs.

Civil No. 64179

JOSEPH A. SEETHALER and MYRA
K. SEETHALER, husband and
wife and SECURITY TITLE AND
ABSTRACT COMPANY,
Defendants.
/

STATE OF UTAH
ss
COUNTY OF UTAH
MARTHA CHEEVER, Upon her oath having been duly sworn
deposes and says:
That she is one of the Plaintiffs in the above entitled
action.
That BRUCE COLES, my son-in-law, approached us and told
us

that

MR. SEETHALER

wanted

involvment in the purchase.

us to have

to put up the house as collateral.
that we would

be willing

interest in our house.

personal

We told him that we didn't have

any collateral we could give except our house.

BRUCE

some

I didn't want

Finally I agreed with

to give up to $25,000.00

I understood that our liability was

going to be limited to $25,000.00 and no more.

At the closing of the loanf I never did read Exhibit A
or Exhibit B that is attached to the complaint.

I have since

read them and they do not reflect what we agreed.

~?&/?*rtt*:<?: c^^^Mz/

MARTHA CHEEVER

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this
September, 1983.
,

My Commission Expires:

^r

^ ^ . . day of
)

FILED
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1 East Center, Suite 303
Box H

WILLIAM FJ4U1SH. CLERK
m£? AFPHTY

Provo, Utah 84603
375-8891

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
VERNON S. CHEEVER and MARTHA
T. CHEEVER, husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

AFFIDAVIT

vs.

Civil No. 64179

JOSEPH A. SEETHALER and MYRA
K. SEETHALER, husband and
wife and SECURITY TITLE AND
ABSTRACT COMPANY,
Defendants.

J
STATE OF UTAH
SS

COUNTY OF UTAH
BRUCE

COLES ,

Upon

his

oath

having

been

duly

sworn

deposes and says:
That

he

is

the

son-in-law

of

VERNON

CHEEVER

the

Plaintiff in the above entitled action.
That
meat

during the negotiations for the purchase of the

packing

business

from

MR.

SEETHALER, MR.

SEETHALER

insisted that both the COLES and the CHEEVERS have some kind
of "personal involvement" in this mattter.
I

approached

MR.

and

MRS.

CHEEVER,

the

Plaintiffs

herein, and told them that MR. SEETHALER wanted them to give
some

kind

of

collateral

to

get

them

to

be

"personally

involved" in the purchase of the meat packing business.

The CHEEVERS told me that all that they had that was
free and clear was their house.
to put

MRS. CHEEVER was not willing

the house up for collateral.

Finally, they both

agreed that they would be willing to give a security in the
house, but not for more than $25,000.00.

Since the

COLES

were going to give a security interest in a building to the
extent of their equity we agreed that the SEETHALER interest
would be a second position and that it would be for not more
than $22,000.00 to $27,000.00 depending on the home value.
Thereafter, I met with MR. SEETHALER and MR. ROWLEY and
presented them a plan that I had preconceived prior to my
meeting with them.

I had determined in my mind that the

CHEEVERS residence was worth something between $75,000.00 and
$79,000.00.

Based upon this I used a .9 multiplier and

determined that the value of their interest was something on
the order of $66,000.00 to $69,000.00. So that they would be
given $22,000.00 to $25,000.00 worth of security interest, I
devised the plan whereby if they could always obtain a loan
for up to $44,000.00, as a first position, that would always
give MR. SEETHALER a second position of between $22,000.00 to
$27,000.00 security.

Never at any time did I ever discuss

with MR. SEETHALER or MR. ROWLEY, that either the COLES or
the CHEEVERS were going to be personally liable for the full
amount owing to MR. SEETHALER.
about

just giving

the equity

The discussions were always
that existed

in our office

building and $22,000.00 to $27,000.00 Second Position on the
CHEEVER home, depending upon the value of the home if there

was a default.

The CHEEVERS were only to be limited in their

liability in the amount of $22,000.00 to $27,000.00 depending
on the home value and no more; he was always to have the
right to get a loan in First Position for $44,000.00 at
anytime from anyone.
Exhibit A, attached hereto was not correct.

VERNON S.

CHEEVER was to be individually liable only for the amount of
equity in his home.

Above the $44,000.00 and no more.

Exhibit B, attached hereto was not correct.

It did not

reflect the intentions and agreements of the parties.

VERNON

S. CHEEVER was only to be individually liable for equity in
his home.

Above the $44,000.00 and no more.

At the time of^ the closing I did not read Exhibit A or
Exhibit B.
reflect

I have since read them and neither one of them

the agreement

of the parties.

MR. SEETHALER was

present when these matters were discussed with him by me.

T§ss**u ?J.
BRUCE COLES
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this _,/<b
September, 1983.

NOTARY P U B L I C ^
My Commission Expires; .
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MLUAMfMSH. CLERK
^DEPUTY

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
VERNON S. CHEEVER and
MARTHA T. CHEEVER, husband
and wife,
SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT OF VERNON S.
CHEEVER IN OPPOSITION
OF MOTION TO STRIKE
Civil No. 64,179

Plaintiff,
VS.
JOSEPH A. SEETHALER and
MYRA K. SEETHALER, husband
and wife, and SECURITY
TITLE AND ABSTRACT COMPANY,
Defendant.
/

STATE OF UTAH
:ss
COUNTY OF UTAH
VERNON S. CHEEVER, on his oath having been duly sworn depoaefe
and says:
That he is one of the Plaintiffs in the above-entitled action.
That he is the same VERNON S. CHEEVER that executed the affidavit
filed herein dated the 22nd da^ of June, 1983.
That I have read the affidavit of June 22, 1983 on the 26th day
of December, 1983.
That I have "personal knowledge" of the facts contained in this
affidavit.

That I am over 21 years of age and of sound mind, have no

mental defect and am "competent to testify to the matter stated" herein,
That in reading the affidavit of June 22, 1983, where I stated

my "best recollection", I mean that to be that not vtithstanding that
statement, the items that followed would be my testimony at the time
of trial, I do not mean by stating "best recollection" that I do not
have "personal knowledge" of the matter stated therein.

I do

"affirmatively state" that all of the matters recited in the Affidavit
of June 22nd, 1983, are by "affirmative statement" and are by reason
of my own "personal knowledge" except the following:
On Page 5 of the Affidavit, there is the paragraph "all the
scales were rejected by the Department of Weights and Measures and
some of them had to be reconditioned in order to pass inspection;
others were condemned and never repaired."

I do not know when the

scales were "rejected" but I do know that they had stamps on them
that showed that they were rejected.
That on Page.9f of the affidavit of June 22nd,,2933, the only
"complete paragraph" sets forth information that I did not have
"personal knowledge concerning" but determined the truth of it from
other persons.
Besides the exceptions that I have heretofore stated, the, matters
of this affidavit and the affidavit of June 22nd, 1983, are made upon
"personal knowledge" and I do "affirmatively" statsel that the statements
that I have made in this affidavit and the affidavit of June 22nd,
1983 are true.
That I have read the DEPOSITION OF JOSEPH A. SEETHALER filed
herein and makes the following statements under oath concerning
some of the- portions of his testimony set forth therein.
On p. 10, 1. 15-18, Mr. Seethaler was asked to the question

2

whether or not he had made the statement, "everything was new or
better than new because of your maintenance program".
was, 1. 19, "I did not make that statement".

His answer

He is not telling the

truth, I heard him make that statement.
On p. 11, 1. 3-4, he was asked the question, "and generally
during the last year that you operated the plant was the equipment
generally in good working order?".

His answer, 1. 5, was "yes".

The statement is not true, immediately when we took over possession
of the equipment, we found that there were many,

many items that

were not in good working condition as previously set forth in my
affidavit and in the Complaint filed herein.
On p. 16, 1. 21-23, he was asked the question, "did you specifically state that all you needed to do was turn on a valve on a
cooler in order to make the coolers to cool?"

His answer, 1. 24,

was, "No." That is not a true statement, I was present when I
heard him state, "that all you needed to do was turn on a valve on
the cooler in order for the coolers to cool."

In truth in fact, the

coils were blown out several months before June, 1981.

He had stated

that they were not cold at the time because he had "turned them
down; that he did not need them cold."
On p. 13, 1. 1-3, he was asked the question, "did you make
a characterization to the Cheevers or the Coles' that you were
paying yourself a wage of $65,000.00 a year?"
"I did not."

His answer, 1. 4 was,

On p. 13, 1. 7-8, he was asked the question, "did you

make a characterization that you were also receiving $400.00 a
month rent from the corporation?"
make that statement."

His answer, 1. 9, was "I did not

Both of his answers are not true.

He person-

ally stated to me that he claimed that he was paying himself a wage
o

1 nek

of $65,000.00 a year and also receiving $400.00 per month for
rent.
On p. 21, 1. 2-3, he was asked the question, "60 days prior
to the sale, had you had all three (smoke houses) of them in operation? "

His answer, 1. 4-5, was "I had all three of them in

operation two days prior to the sale."

The answer is not true, the

day after the sale, when we took possession, I personally observed
that one of the smoke houses was not working and that the condition
was such that it was dismantled to the point that it would have
been impossible for it to have been operated the week before the
sale.

Subsequent to the sale, we determined that it was impossible

to operate all three at the same time, because there was not sufficient steam generated from the boiler to operate all of them at the
same time. My testimony about operating them all three at once is
in direct contradiction to a question and answer wherein he was asked, p. 21, 1. 20-23, "is it your statement then that there were
times within two days or at least within a month before that you
would have all three of them in operation at once with meat in all
three at once processing?"

His answer, 1. 24, was "yes."

The

statement is not true, there was not enough steam pressure in the
plant to operation them all at once.

See also his question p. 22

1. 20-22 in which he was asked, "did you ever experience any difficulty in supplying enough heat to all three smoke houses at once?"
His answer was, 1. 23, "No."
On p. 50, 1. 20-22, he was asked the question, "during the demonstrations of the plant, the tours, did you make a representation

A

-* -f r

that this is a good old boiler?"

His answer, 1. 23, was "I don't

think I would make that statement."

Then he was asked the question,

1* 24-25, "that it's better than the new ones, do you remember
that kind of a statement?"
make that statement."

His answer, p. 51, lc 1, was "I didn't

He is not telling the truth, I personally

was present when he made the statement to me.

I relied upon this

statement together with all of the other statements that have heretofore been cited that he made, which I have alleged are false.
There are numerous other statements which he has made in the
deposition which I believe are not true; I have only highlighted
some of the ones that I believe are more pertinent.

VERNON S. CLEVER
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this

'S/fas*-^^
day of December,

1983

\

I

My commission expires: /

'

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage prepaid, this ,-2a
day of December,
1983, to JACKSON HOWARD, 120 E. 300 N., P.O. Box 778, Provo,
Utah 84603.

J^KfiW; / c*-/
KENNETH F. CLARKE
Attorney for Plaintiffs
One East Center, Suite 300
P.O. Box H
Provo, (Utah 84603
Telephone 375-2911

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

VERNON S. CHEEVER and MARTHA
T. CHEEVER, husband and wife,

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR ORDER TO SHCW
CAUSE WHY PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION SHOULD NOT
ISSUE; TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

Plaintiffs,
vs.
JOSEPH A. SEETHALER and MYRA K.
SEETHALER, husband and wife
and SECURITY TITLE AND ABSTRACT
COMPANY,

Civil No. 64179 •

Defendants.
/
STATE OF UTAH
:ss
COUNTY OF UTAH
ARLIN DAVES, upon his oath, having been duly sworn, deposes and says:
That for several months prior to June 10, 1981, I was enployed by JOSEPH
A. SEETHALER.

That subsequent to the purchase of the Jfeet Packing Plant on

June 10, 1981, I was errployeed >by UTAH COUNTY PACKING.
That prior to the purchase, I recall VERNON CHEEVER and his sons being
shown through the plant by MR. SEETHALER.

I was not within range of hearing

their conversations.
I have personally read the DEPOSITION OF JOSEPH A. SEETHALER, taken on
August 10, 1983, at the hour of 9:50 a.m., at the Law Office of KENNETH F.
CLARKE, KNIGHT' BUILDING, Prove, Utah.

Under oath, I now refer to some of those

portions of the depositions and make responses thereto.

In response to the statement that the machinery in the Plant was "everything was new or better than new because of the maintenance program" I wDuld
respond that 95% of the machinery was junk. It was out-dated. One of my main
responsibilities at

. the Plant several months prior to the June 10, 1981 sale

was to be the lead maintenance man in keeping the equipment in as good of working
condition as possible, in fact, I was the only person

in charge of that

responsibility.
With regards to the maintenance program of the plant, there really wasn't
any general program of daily lubrication or systematic procedure in keeping the
machinery in good working order, the general program was that if it broke, you
fixed it. That was the only maintenance we had. We just kept everything greased
and oiled and hoped it would continue to work. There was no scheduled program
kept on the different machineries, nor was there any systematic procedure for
checking the machinery; if it broke, we fixed it. On p. 10, 1. 23, MR. SEETHALER
was asked the question, "New what do you characterize by an 'excellent maintenance
program1 then? What do you mean by that?" His answer, p. 10, 1. 25, "Hiat means
the equipment was serviced daily, lubricated, cleaned properly, oiled for use
and kept in good working order." It was true the machinery was cleaned, but it
was not lubricated all of the time, no it wasnft. It was squirted down with
oil to keep it from rusting, other than that, that was about it. The equipment
was not serviced daily.
On p. 11 of the deposition 1. 3-4, he was asked the question, "And generally
during the last year that you operated the plant was the equipment generally in
good working order?" His answer was, 1. 5, "Yes." My response to that question
would be that it definitely was not in good working order. Much of the equipmant
was always breaking down, it was so old. Some of the items of the equipment that
kept breaking down were the Bacon press, Patti machine, packaging machine, on p.
20 of the deposition, 1. 24, with regards to the Smoke Houses he was asked the

question, "During the year prior to the sale did you use all three of them?"
His response was, p. 21, 1. 1, "Yes." Then on p. 21, 1. 2-3, he was asked the
question, "Sixty days prior to the sale had you had all three of them in operation?"
His answer, 1. 4-5, was "I had all three of then in operation two days prior
to the sale." Question, 1. 6-7, "Were there times that all three of them would
operate at the same time?" His answers, 1.-8-9, "Two days prior to the sale all
three of them were operating." Question, 1. 10, "At the same tine?" His answer,
1. 11, "At the same." "The coils in the Smoke Houses were long since worn out.
We were always having to take them down and have repairs on the coils. The smoke
generator that was in there never did work to good. It was always clogging up.
The control valves were always giving trouble. He never would bijy a new gasket, I
had to make ny own. The Smoke Houses were operated by steam, the lines were so
clogged with lime that it was impossible to run all three of the Smoke Houses at
the same time. The lines just couldn't handle enough steam in order to run all
of the three smoke houses at the same time. You could not put the pressure to the
smoke houses

in order to make them operate. You could never operate more

than two smoke houses at the same time because of the lack of steam pressure problem resulting from the clogged lines.
On p. 21, 1. 20-23, he was asked the question, "Processing? Okay. Is it
your statement then that there were times within two days or at least within a
month before that you would have all three of them in operation at once with
meat in all three at once processing?" His answer, 1. 24, "Yes."

is not true

for the reasons that I have heretofore stated.
Also, on p. 22, 1. 10, he was asked the question, "Did you ever experience
any difficulty in producing enough smoke to run all three of them at once?" His
answer, 1. 12, "No. actually there were some of them that weren't equipped for
the smoke operation. You don't use smoke in all of the operation." His statement is not true, we were always having trouble with the smoke generator and there
i o r\

were many many times that we couldn't get enough smoke generated in order to run
the smoke houses.
On p. 23, MR. SEETHAIER was asked, 1. 4, !lWhat was your experience with the
boiler in the last year? Your heat generating facility?" ANSWER 1. 6, "It was
adequate." QUESTION 1. 7, "Do you recall of any severe breakdowns?" ANSWER 1. 8,
"not within the last year, no." The boilers didn't work good at all, they were
very inadequate. About six months before June, 1981, the shut down on the boiler
had stuck. It ran

out of water. I had told MR. SEETHAIER about this matter

and always reported to him the many difficulties that we were always having with
all of the equipment. He even had a guy come out and re-turn the tubes in the
boiler after the incident in early 1981. This was also caused by the fact that
the boiler had shut down and you could even look in the boiler and see how the
belly had bowed because it got so hot. if the makeup valve would have cores on,
that is if the water would have been introduced into the boiler, the boiler would
have blown up. On p. 23, 1. 12, MR. SEETHAIER said, "Yes, the heating system was
in good order. It was adequate." My testimony is that it was not in good working
order and it was not adequate.
On p. 32, in regards to the packaging room, he was asked the question, 1. 25,
"Had you had difficulty with condensation dripping off the ceiling?" His answer,
p. 33, 1. 2, was "No." That is not a true answer; we had trouble with condensation
dripping off the ceiling all of the time. The condensation did not come from the
insullated pipe, it came off of the metal ceiling . The condensation was coming
from the weiner peeler and was going up to the cold steel ceiling and condensing
on the ceiling and dripping off of the ceiling; it was not caning from the insullated pipes.
On p. 34, 1. 13-14, he was asked the question, "Do you ever recall any
inspectors telling you that you needed to install suction fans?" His answer,
1. 25, was "No." That is not a true statement, I personally heard the inspectors

tell him to install suction fans. The inspectors had shown us how the moisture
was going to the ceiling and how a fungus was developing there and how the
moisture would drip back down. I know MR. SEETHALER had been told about it
because tbey took him out and showed it to him and explained that the water
was coming off of the ceiling, and he would say, "We111 get to it" then after
wards, he wuld say, "Don't worry about it" and then he just walked away. We
would then dry it off and try to get it dry by wiping it by rags just so that we
could get the red tags off and then go back to ^ork.
With regards to the bacon press, he was asked the question on p. 41, 1. 24-25,
"The year prior to the sale did you have any difficulty in its normal, everyday
operation?" His answar, p. 42, 1. 5, "Nothing unusual, no." QUESTION,-1. 6, "It
was in good working order?" "It was in working order the day I left, yes." My
testimony is that the press never was in good working order for the last year
prior to the purchase of the.plant.
On p. 45, 1. 23-25, He was asked the question, "

My question now is

do you recall of employees making cotplaints to you about any particular pieces
of equipment during the last year?" His answer, p. 46, I. 3, ''Nothing specific.
I am sure that if employees found something that was malfunctioning I was aware
of it and it was maintained. But nothing specific." . My testimony is that every
time he would come in, we were talking about something breaking down and what are
we going to do about this piece of machinery or that piece of machinery. Some of
the specific cranplaints that I made to him were as follows:
1. The bacon press, it was always giving us trouble, we tried to find out
if he was going to throw it out and:buy a new one or just keep repairing
it. I probably complained to him four or five times about the bacon
press a year prior to the sale.
2. The packaging machine.. I probably told him 15 or 20 times of difficulties
we were having
"a.year prior to the sale.
3. The patti machine. Again, I probably told him 15 or 20 times during the
year: prior to the sale about problems on the patti machine.
4. The band saw. I told him that the shaft on the bottom was bad. I told

him that we were having to put bearings in i t about every one or two
months.
5. Smoke houses.
With regards to the smoke houses, I can't even give
a nurtber how many times we had problems with the smoke houses during
the past year; we were always having troubles with them. I told him at
least 100 times during the past year of problems ws had with the smoke
houses.
I notice that on p. 47, MR. SEETHALER was asked the question, 1. 2, "Had
any employees in your memory during the last year made any complaints about this
particular machine?" His answer was, 1. 4, "No." The statement is not true, I
had made conplaints to him about the ham. blender machine. I had made conplaints
to him during the last year about four or five times. I had pointed out that the
paddles had the bearings gone in them, and it was leaking rusty water down into
the machine itself.
I notice also that on 1. 5 he was asked the question, "At the time of the
sale did you know of any defective parts in it?":\ His answer was, 1. 7, "None that
I knew of." The statement is not true, he told us to tie towels around the shafts
at the top, to catch the rusty water coming out of the massager.
On p. 47f 1. 16, he was asked the question about the meat slicers, "Any
that had had any complaints by employees to you about?" His answer, 1. 18, was
"No." The statement is not true. I told him that the lunch meat slicer had a
bearing bracket bearing in the back end of it which was broke. He told me just
to put a washer on it and tighten up the bolt so that it wouldn't move.
On p. 47, 1. 21, concerning the neat slicer he was asked the question, "Were
they in good working order at the tine of the sale?" His answsr, 1. 23, was "Yes."
The statement is not true, it was not in good working order at the time of the sale.
The counter didn't work right, the slicer wouldn't slice the lunch meat properly.
On p. 49, with regards to the packaging machine, he was asked the question,
1. 16, "During the year prior to the sale had any employees made any complaints

about this packaging rachine?" His answer, 1. 18, "None that I know of." This
statement is not .true, the feed on it wouldn't work right, the cellophane wuld
not stay on the guides properly. The heating elements that sealed the seal weren't
working properly. They were always breaking. Contact points on then were vvore
out. The CO-2

function wasnft vsorking properly and most of the controls on it

didn't work. The feed chains were not working properly. I had told him all atout
these things.
On p. 51, 1. 7, he was asked the questions, "Had you had any difficulty with
the boilers?" His answsr, 1. 8, "At what period of tire?" QUESTION, 1. 9, "A
year prior to the sale had you had any major shutdowns on the boiler?" His answer,
1. 11, "No." This statement is not true. A year prior to the sale the controls
on the boiler were not in working order. The starter that starts the fire was
not in good working order;; it always caused problems. I told him of the problems.
On p. 54, 1. 6, MR. SEETHALER was asked the question, "A month prior to the
sale did you remove any items from the. plant other than your personal tools?" His
answer, 1. 8, "No." QUESTION, lf 9, "Am I ooafrect in assuming that—would that
be two months or three months before the sale that you did not remove any significant items from the plant and that anything that they viewed in their walkthroughs that you showed them through those items' stayed in the plant and were
part of the sale?" His answer, 1. 15, "That is right. To the best of my
knowledge. The equipment list as so stated in the lease back agreement was
all at the plant the day they tcok over." The statement is not true, I personally.
saw the following items removed:
1. Full box of tools.
2. A big garage jack.
3. Several lengths of pipe, both black and galvanized, that were in
20 foot lengths; probably he took 15 or 20 lengths.
4. Big oak desk; I personally helped haul out this desk.
5. A big fire proof file cabinet.
6. A lot of laundry soap.
7. A lot of toilet paper.

8. An IBM typewriter.
9. An address machine.
10. A work bench vise.
11. Four or" five stainless steel buckets, probably two and a half gallon
size.
I personally helped MR. JOSEPH A. SEETHAUSR for approximately three days,
haul stuff out of the plant. We used the large dodge vans to do the hauling.
The work on two of the days was intermittent. He gave ne two air operated
grease purtps and a couple of boxes of soap and a couple of rolls of string.
One of the days was a Saturday and I worked most all of the day just hauling out
stuff that he told ne to haul out. All of the items that I saw him take and that
I helped him renove were done within a month prior to the time that UTAH COUNTS
PACKING took over.
The items that I have mentioned in my testimony heretofore, have referred
to items that are contained in the first 54 pages of the deposition.

I have

not read past the 54th page of the deposition and do not make any statements
with reference to any testimony after page 54.
The statements that I have made here have only been referenced to the
deposition and are not corprehensive of all of the problems and defects that
occurred a year prior to the sale; I have only responded to some of the items
in the deposition and to some of the questions that have been asked of me by
MR. CLARKE.
This affidavit is made upon personal knowledge.
DATED this 2 $

day of January, 1983.

ARLIN DAVIS
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO

My ooimiission Expires:

E^SmETTE

